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COUNTY VOTERS TURN DOWN SCHOOL TAX
Bomb Scare
Shuts Down
Stove Plant

cereSHIRTSLEEVE COMMENCEMENT- More than 500 Oberlin students march to graduation
monies in Oberlin, Ohio, minus the usual caps and gowns - - first time in the college's history, The graduates voted to forego the getup in protest against Indochina and the fatalit
ties at Kent State. The rental money is to go for campus welfare and social programs.

Seen&Heard Finals At MSU
Begin Saturday
Around
Murray

Pat McCuiston
Guest Speaker
At Lions Club

A rumor that • bomb had
been planted Inside the asNimbly department of the
Tappan Stove Plant here this
morning reportedly closed the
plant for the remainder ef
ti-is day.
The Murray City Police received a call from a guard at
Tappan at 6:53 a. m. this
morning and tho guard total
the police that an unidentified person had called him
and reported that six sticks
of dynamite ware placed in
the assembly department el
the plant.
Tappan officials this morning refused to make any comment concerning the bomb
scare. pending:a alimiiiste Investigation,

Stubblefield Reelected
In Representative Race

'three Accidents
Are Investigated
Three traffic accidents were
investigated by the Murray Police Department on Tuesday
No injuries were reported.
The first occurred A 8:03
a. in. at 4th mid Olive Streets.
Cars involved were a 1965 Ford
four door station wagon owned by M. & H. Conitruction
Company and driven by Charles Elbert HariAlan, Benton
Road, Murray, said. 1964 Chevrolet four door driven by Martha Marie Grey, 1319 Olive
Boulevard, Murray.
The police report said that
the Gray car had Stopped for
the stop street at 4th and Olive
and lianalen had stopped at
4th and Olive Streets, The Gray
oar made a left turn onto 4th
*log north while liana/an making a right turn hit the Gray
car in the right rear door, according to the police report
l..Weill „el
Damage- to -..the
the left front feder end- to
the Chevrolet onAhe right heel
door.

Frank A. Stubblefld

Calloway County residents rejected a school tax yesterday
which was to have been used to
upgrade present educational facilities for the county school
children, including the construction of two new elementary
schools. Voters in the city and
county also returned Congressman Frank A. Stubblefi4ld to
his post in Washington. Stub'
blefield easily won over Bobby
Joe Sims, Murray State University professor who sought
the position also.
Stubblefield won over Sims
by a vote of 3394 to 1485 in Calloway County and the vote in
the First District was Stubblefield 20,401, Sims 7,999.
The school _tax lost in the
county by a vote of 1601 agains+
and 1157 for the tax.
The -tax-would-have produc
revenue for the construction of
two new elementary schools in
the county and only county residents were qualified to vote
on the issue..

Totals

3394

1485

School Tax Issue
For Against
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1!$7
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Homecoming Planned,
Chapel Hill Church

Murray High Band
Names New Officers

Three In Family
To Graduate In June
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/lathy Lockhart To
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Rev. LC. Outland
Funeral Rites Today

Six Pigs Stolen

From James Farm

Cs Wash Planned At
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Three Murray Men
Named Pike Officers

WEATHER REPORT
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Petition For Swimming
Pool To Be Circulated

4

Grant Awarded
29 For Adult Art
Program, MSU

Russ Howard Named
Co-Editor of Shield

Wranglers Riding Club
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a 'space orchestra'
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non00000000000000000
ard, first American in space, Lousma, trombone, trumpet and
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Degrees will be awarded to 285 Murray State College graduates
at the college's commencement on May 30, according to Mrs. Cleo
Gillis Hester, registrar.
Harry F. Herat:66er who has resigned as minister of music at
the First Baptist Church will present a recital of sacred music
on May 29 at the church.
Beale Canon, Murray State College junior from Murray,has been
elected president of the Student Affiliates ofthe American Chemical
Society.
Mrs. Margaret Ruth Elder will present her piano pupils in a
recital May 28 at the Baptist Student Center.

Wall Stre
Chatter

trombone; Joseph Kerwin, gui- United States is in fine stiape
tar; Story Musgrave, trombone, for the day of its first outer
and Joseph Allen, soprano and space concert.
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CountrY Journal
:110 Morning Show
CBS Morning News
:30 Mornina $how
Jake Hess Gosoel Snow MCH a ICS Navy
Tall; Scene Today
szi
aZ,
t;
Roto Show
Morning
Bozo Show
:00 Today; Scene Today Zasitain Karioroces
Bozo Show
.30 Today
The Mike Douglas Show Bozo Show
:00 It Takeo Two; News The Mike Douglas Show Barbara Moore Show
30 Concentration
The Mike Douglas Showlie Said—She Said

7 Are
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, said that two changes have been
made in the 1950 loan program for dark tobacco,
Mrs. Gussie Jones, age 53, died last night at the Murray Hospital. She had suffered burns at her home on May 9.
Winners and others taking part in the Purchase District FFA
Field Day held at Hazel will be guests of the Paducah Association
of Commerce on June 1.
Educational guidance is planned for boaters in the area by
the Outboard Boating Club of America. Pamphlets and booklets
trill be distributed during National Outboard Week.
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All things were made by him; and without him was
not anything
made that was made. -John 1:3,
0 God, creator of all things,
how great Thou art

hard-working small car
. find happiness
in today's
hectic world?
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to the ground. and •tit balk
440"
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dying canes kis point just akiali%
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I g ale Tow Ambers
Sports Featarette
The Dick Calvet!
a health} *igorous outside bud
:1111 The Armors
The Didt Cavell
on clean strong wood. Leave
The omo coven moo
1
only the strong healthy canes
produced by the previous year.
In pruning shrubs, object is to
NEWARK, NJ. (UPI)-The
best time for pruning plants is keep the plant in bloom and at,
when the pruning wounds will the same time to preserve its
graceful habit of growth. This is
heal most quickly.
That time is right ROW and on best accomplished by (1) remo*ON VERGE OF COLLAPSE-The 20-story Great Plains Life
through June when the sap be- ing all very old wood and (2)
Insurance Building, tallest in Lubbock, Tex., is believed on
gins to flow and new growth by cutting back the branches
the verge of collapse from the tornado that killed a score of
to a major which have bloOmed to uneven
starts, according
people, injured a thousand, devastated 2.500 square biraits.
manufacturer of shears and lengths.
Lilacs are easily kept in conMost plants, *-viTli the ex- trol by removing, in the spring,
ception of evergreens, can be old dying wood and suckers or types with blades that pass each
pruned or trimmed at any time, or new shoots from underground. other, there must he no "play
says J. Wigs & Sons Co., Newark. This is also true of azaleas, „between The blades, or a clean By United Press Interritional
pruning in late buddleia, kalmia, magnolia, rho- cut cannot be made.
'Ordinarily a
Today is Wednesday, May
spring or early summer, after dodendrons and stephandra.
Keeping y our yard and garden
To assure clean smooth cuts in top trim calls for the right nth, the 147th day of 1970 with
considerable new growth has
been made, and again in late and proper healing, the tool used tools. For this reason the mod- MI to follow.
The moon Is in its last
summer or early fall, will main- for pruning should be kept sharp em gardener has a wide range of
and free of rust.
lain them in good form.
tools to choose from-floating quarter.
stars are
morning
The
Most venni** around the blade grass shears, an anvil prunExcept for climbens,sil roses
need spring thinning out. Re- house will be done with pruning er hedge and shrubber* shears Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
move &dead and diseased wood shears. If these are, the scissors for heavy duty pruning.

Sharp tips
on pruning
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WE CONGRATULATE OUR
LOCAL BOARD OF REALTORS
on their
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On this day in history:
In 1935 the Supreme Court
ruled unanitriquay that the
National 'Recovery Act was
unconstitutional. The act had
been set up by Franklin D.
administration to
Roosevelt
combat the depression.
In 1941 the German battleshit
"Bismarck" was sunk 400
west of Brest, France.
1942In
Nazi Reinhard Nevi.
rich the Hangman of Czechosic*
vaida was slain by patrios oj
that country.
In -1968 the U.S. nuclear
submarine "Scorpion" was lost
with 99 aboard.
A thought for the dayAmerican writer Mark Twain
said; "Let us be thankful tor
the fools, but for them the rest
of us could not succeed."
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SURVEY SHOWS SUPPORT

T'S BEAK

25

BAC
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CHANNELS TO
PHNOM PENH
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50
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WHERE THE ACTION Is Molt of the action in.,gambodia started in the Fishhook and Parrot's Beak areas airing the South Vietnam border, and now has shittePenore to the northeast of these areas. There is fighting south of Phnom Penh as well The communists' main
headquarters was in the Fishhook, but was sfiifted. it is henev..41 to the Tonle Bet area.

Members of Multiple,
----Listing System -

'
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Republican National Committee
says a poll it commissioned
shows that 53 per cent of the
persOns surveyed support Pres.
ident Nixon's military decision
tp go into Clanbodia.

National Chairman Rogers
B. Morton said the p41:11
conducted by telephone by th
New York Chilton Organization,
showed that 32 per cent of the
1,053 persons surveyed disan.
proved of Nixon's decision and
15 per rent had no opinion.

•liMiting.G.I.Itbwigi.A94..ELtht•
and Insurance
•Donald R. Tucker Real Estate
•C.0. Bondurant Real Estate
•Purdom & Thurman Real
•Wilson Real Estate and Insurance
•Claude Miller Real Estate

•lobertii Realty
•H.T. Waldrop Real Estate
•Edna Knight
Estate and Insurance
•Freeman Johnson Real Estate
•Guy Spann Real Estate

-7,300 SURGLARISS-Jai
.,well, 21, and ilowiri
17, are accoud
matter of 300 burg'
Houston, Tex, in ps
.
:r wears. About $3 milli
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26 SALES PEOPLE OF THE ABOVE FIRMS ARE WORKING FOR

QUICK PROPERTY SALES

t

THROUGH THE MULTIPLE LISTING SYSTEM
MURRAY BRANCH

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.
EARN UP TO

304 East Main
Bruce Thomas
Manager
•
•

•

•
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Wall Street
Chatter
—
NEW
YORK (UPI)
market
Evidence that the
decline is over is "still
lacking," according to Standard
& Poor's Corp.
Investor psychology is "badly
battered" and the market is "in
the grip of emotionalism," it
says, adding that once the
bottom is reached, "a good deal
of time may be required" to
form a solid base for a lasting
upswing. Thus, it says, long
term investors should "avoid
the temptation to buy prematurely."

The long market slump, an
"Inevitable shake out of the
speculative excesses of the late
60's" also has dragged down
the prices of "quality issues,"
according to the Alexander
Hamilton Institute. These solid
stocks, the Institute believes,
will be the probable leaders in
the upturn "when it comes — as
it must."
--The present market slide,
according to the Dines Letter is
"obviously one of the worst
crashes of the century." But
the newsletter optimistically
predicts that "one of the great
opportunities of a
buying
a
lifetime lies just ahead
new generation of millionaires
will be spawned." At the same
time it urges investors to
maintain a "low profile" and
stand back "for yet another
week" until the market "simmers down."

GIFTS

GRADS

FOR

ANNIVERSARIES - WEDDINGS - BIRTHDAYS - ANY SPECIAL OCCASION
Action
Mate

FM • AM
•

FM/ AM

CASSETT

Portable Radio,

RECORDER

• Handsome vertical
styling
• Powerful 31/2" dynamic
speaker
• Solid-state design
• AFC on FM for'driftfree reception
• Battery-saver circuit
• Jacks for earphone,
external power converter

Miniature
FM/AM Portable

Operates
0n4 "C"
Cells

$44.9

,.MODEL P-977

• Built-in AFC on FM

BLE
G NDER
$1988

With 2 Way Power

• Solid-state

71284

TAPE

Sparkling FM, and all your
AM favorites. Great radio
fun corning and going!

• Battery-saver Circuit
• Two antennas
• Gift pack includes battery,
earphone, carry thong

TABLE RADIO

G.E. P 12 AUTOMATIC

-PERCOLATOR
Reg. $15.95

ER
WOOD CABINET, BIG 6" SPEAK
of
range
full
the
delivers
Captures and
formidFM and AM broadcasts. A most
able performer.
Solid-state design
speaker
Big 6" front-tired oval dynamic
Continuous bass/treble tone control
Switchable AFC for drift-free FM
Slide-rule dial with vernier tuning
Hardwood veneer cabinet for rich sound
and appearance
Built-in AM and FM antennas, external
FM antenna connection
Extension speaker lack/tape jack
Handsome thin-line stylInsi
2 W, 414" D
/
Dimensions: 71/4" H, 101

Reg. $46.95

Club Alumnium

G.E. ELECTRIC
STAND

Special Price!

MIXER

With 12 Nylon Rollers

$2995

8
8
$16

$1288

NEW!
FLOOR
POLISHER

General Electric
Model

C-14

ROLL AROUND

GENERALS ELECTRIC

CLEANER

1. SCRUBS
2. WAXES
3. BUFFS
4. CLEANS RUGS

Powerful 750 watt motor
Finger Tip Suction
Regulator.
Swivel Action.

P2710
LONG RANGER
Handy, carry along entertainment.
Solid-state design. Circuit uses a standard function transistors, 1 diode and 2
battery saver diodes
AF stage for tong-range performance
Automatic Volume Control
Sculptured styling
Direct-tune slide rule dial
214" dynamic speaker
Battery saver circuit
Easphone ineW " —
Convenient carry thong and holster style
ry asa
•
riirtirT ferrite rod antenna
Uses standard 9 volt battery (included)
2" D
/
2" H, 11
/
Dimensions. 3" W, 41

•

COOKWARE
All Colors

HAIR
SETTER

AM Portable Radio
F. J. Millett, Goodbody at Co.
economist and general partner,
says the 11-month decline has
"wiped out the entire advance
of the 1960's" for stocks in the
Dow Jones industrial average.
Although a bottom can be
determined only after a period
of base building, Millett sees
the current despair over the
economy, corporate profits and
security prices as "typical of
the termination of major bear
markets."

Our

Model-C 1305

Our Re ulauirldesi

Our Regular
Price 549.95

SPECIAL

2
2
2
2

PORTABLE,
PROFESSIONAL
HAIR DRYER

Professionally styled hood
raises & lowers • 4 heat
sele( lions • Easy grip
handle • Wide hood accommodates large rollers.

Scrubbing brushes
Polishing brushes
Buffing pads
Rug cleaning discs

G. E. ELECTRIC

HD-54

ALARM CLOCK

49

P771 Dust Cover
and 09600 Stand

SPECIAL-

Full Line

CORNING
.WARE

300 BURGLARIES—Jack .Lad,well, 21, and Ilowerl brothet
17, are accounting for
a matter of 300 burglaries in
0Houston, Tex., in past five
years. About $3 million loot.

Put

P771

COMPONENT STEREO WITH
AM/FM/FM-STEREO RADIO
Versatile superb entertainment in stereo
records and AM/FM/FM stereo radio
Solid-state with 30 watts EIA music
power. 60 watts peak power.
Deluxe automatic 4-speed changer
AdjustabletGE Tonal 1 tone arm
Ceramic cartridge has GE Elliptical ManMade Diamond Stylus with Lifetime
Protection Plan'
Control deck has volume, bass, treble,
balance, function switch and tuner knob
Each Acoustaphonict. enclosure houses
a 6" woofer, 3KC horn and a r tweeter
Input/output and stereo headphone
jacks
Custom tinted dust cover included
Equipped for Porta-Fi accessory

Regular $2291.95
NOW

via
mARSMal TITO, Yugosla

1,resident whose Yeal nanie
.1ovip Brox, looks real fit
Africa
m this photo mash; (ii
a squirt lime before nip
birthday Nfay 2:i

17
9.95

SZeltE0 COMPONENT SYSTEM
A 3-piace Compact System of many
superior perfdrmance and convenience
features
Solid-state with 20 walls E1A music
power, 40 watts peak power.
Deluxe automatic 4-speed changer
Adjustable GE Tonal 1 tone arm
Ceramic cartridge has GE Man-MadeT
Diamond Stylus with Lifetime Protection
Plan'
Control deck has volume, treble, bass,
and balance controls
Each AcoustaphonicT enclosure has a 6"
and 3" speaker for rich highs and lows
Input/output and stereo headphone
jacks ,
Custorrislitted. tinted dust cover included
Equipped for Porta-Fi accessory

Regular $199.95

149.95

NOW

•

SPECIAL
PRICES

STEAM & DRY IRON
Fifteen

steam

vents •

Switches from steam to
dry at a push of the
button • Fully automatic • Contoured
handle • Extra-high
cord lift.

MANNING-BOWMAN

PERCOLATOR $10"

F-62,

Stainless Steel

Model EC 23
General Electric Atetemstic

CAN OPENER
and KNIFE wSHI,
In avocado,

ar.ER
r hE
oP
eR

it

rest. Opens Any can.

4.88

BILBREY S

753-5617

,

Nib

210 East Main
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Miss Rebecca Tarry
Speaker At MotherDaughter Banquet

Paschall- Van Dyke Engagement

Taylor-Pacheco Vinvs To Be Read

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY — MAY 27, 1970
PAGE FIVE
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Phone 753-1917 or 153-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Sixty-five persons were present for the Mother-Daughter
Banquet held for the members
and guests of the Girls Assail.
iary of the First Baptist Church
on Friday, May 22, at sLa-thirty
o'clock la the evening in the
fellowship ball of the church.
Miss Rebecca Jane Tarry who
served as a summer student
missionary in Jamaica last summer, was the special speaker.
She told of some of her experWsalweedey, May V
The Zeta Department of the
iences while working as a miss, The Wadesboro Homemakers The Girls Auxiliary
of the Murray Woman's Club closed
ionary. She is a senior at Mur- Club held its regular meeting First Baptist Church
will have the club year with a patio supray State University and the at the Triangle Inn on Wednes- Its annual Coronation
service per on Thursday, May 21, at sixdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mac- day, May 29, at one o'clock in at the church at
7:30 p.m. The thirty o'clock in the eveining
Her
Murray.
of
Thomas Tarry
the afternoon.
public is invited to attend.
at the club house. Husbands of
grandmother is Mrs. Metes Linn. Mrs. Lowell Palmer presentthe members were guests.
"Take My Hands" was the ed the main lesson for the day
Following the supper, Mrs.
theme of the banquet with Mrs. on "Outdoor Living Area". She
The ladies day limcheon will Glenn Doran,
accompanied by
be served at on at the Cello Kim Pennington from
Ray P. Moore, GA director, as also gave the devotion.
Murray
way County Country Club. Hos- State
the mistress of ceremonies.
University, entertained
The Woman's Missionary SocBartesses will be Mesdames A. W. the group with
The vice-president, Mrs.
the George
iety of the church prepared the on Palmer, presided. Mrs. Clete Shninoos, Jr., Donald Tucker, Gershwin hits, "Embracable
food for the banquet which was Young led in prayer. Members Charles H. Baker, Foreman You",
"Smoke Gets In Your
served by the members of the answered the roll call by mum- Graham, Robert liuie, Al Kipp, Eyes", and "The
Man I Love".
Young Women's Association of ing an old fashioned custom J. B. Wilson, Joe Hal Spann, Ro
Mrs. Cecil Farris gave a read
C.
Starks,
R.
the church.
L.
today.
Ward,
reviving
Hal
Ho
that needs
mg,"How To Cook A Husband".
Special decorations for the
During the business session ston, Jr., J. H. Shacks/font,
Mrs. June Smith, retiring
arrangements
Miss
Brinda
included
banquet
Smith.
the club voted to give money
chairman, presided over a short
•
•
•
of yellow and white daisies with to help send an exchange stu1.
business session and introduced
yellow candles. In the center dent to India.
The Newcomers Ladies Bridge Mrs. James Weatherly, chairof the room was a table on
Refreshments were served
man for the 1970-71 club year.
which was placed In open Bible Mrs. Clarence Culver was the will be held at the Student Un- A gift
was presented to Mrs.
ion Building at 7:15 p. us. To
to the scripture, Ecclesiastes hostess for the day.
confirm reservation call Gayle Smith in appreciation for her
•• •
9:10, with candles and the GA
Nork as chairman for the past
Egnor, chairman, 753-8020.
emblems.
wo years.
•
•
•
Guests at the banquet other
Letters will be Sent to four
of the GA's
mothers
than
the
Miss Pamela Jean Paschall
Miss Sally Jane Taylor
nespective new members.
V. hen working with interior
were Mrs. H. C. Chiles, Mrs.
Thursday, May 28
A delightful meal was served
(Tubb's Studio Photo)
(Love's Studio Photo)
Rudolph Howard, Mrs. Robert or exterior latex paints, its
The Magazine Club will meet iv the
hostesses who were Mesbrush at the h
the
wash
idea
to
good
StinkA.
and
Mrs.
R.
Miller,
hirs
.
W.
Z.
CartC.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellie C. Paschall of Hazel Route One anMrs. Bette Kinneman Taylor of 524 Shady Lane, Murray,
lames Tom Rowlett, W. P. Rus'Ibis
occasionally.
water
clear
in
Members
note
at
2:30
p.
m.
e?
announces the engagement of her daughter, Sally Jane, to Paul nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their er.
:ell, Maurice Ryan, Buist Scott,
•• •
will prevent quick-dry ing latex change in meeting place.
Pacheco of Benton, son of Mrs. Alice Pacheco, New Bedford, youngest daughter, Pamela Jean, to Charles Van Dyke, son of
:7harles Shuffett, June Smith,
•• •
and
up
building
from
paint
Maas. Miss Taylor is also the daughter of Donald Taylor of Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Van -Dyke of 1114 East Blythe
Voris yells, and Heron West.
\soid the practice of over-, hardening at the base of the
Street, Paris, Tenn.
Whitesville.
••• .
Friday, May 29
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High Ir rig clisthes which have syn- bristles. When .you have finishedi
Miss Taylor will graduate in June from Murray State Uni- •
keep
a
sprit).* bottle filled
Lyndia Cochran will p
4
fibers in the fabric.. This work for the day, thoroughls
versity where she majored In _Physical education and pigcholon; School and_t8 _a_ freshman at Mur_rV_Stite _University_ where_ she thetic
.
ads AT "tsN'Ah -sts- they -WA her students-ha a dance recital; with—Water --imtk-several-rstpfufs
She is a memberAiiiiii-DeftalotioViii sorce1W
11141N
Mint' fibril'. to 61
'
1'4'Oltte 'RitMr. Pacheco, formerly of West Yarmouth, Mass., is affiliatThe groom-elect attended the University of Tennessee at a, and thereb, reduce wear, or be clean and ready.for the next"Ocean Fantasy" at the Murray of detergent in the bathroom
State University auditorium at to take care of hilt, fixtures,
day's use.
'
Martin. Tenn.. and is now employed at the Tennemee Mapping taus,. e‘cessii,e shrinkage.
ed with Dotson Electric and Refrigeration at Benton.
7:45 p. m..
and the. fltior.
The wedding will take place at the First Presbyterian and Engineering Company in Pulaski,- Tenn.
The wedding will take place on Friday, September 25, at
Church on Saturday, June 27, at ten-thirty o'clock in the morning. The reception will be in the church fellowship hall follow- three o'clock in the afternoon at the South Pleasant Grove Uniting the ceremony. All friends are cordially invited to attend.
ed Methodist Church of Hazel with Rev. Elbert Johns officiating.
The reception will be held in the church basement after the
Wedding.
All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend.
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Zeta Department Of
Woman's Club Has
Patio Subfier

Mrs. Palmer Gives
Lesson At Meeting
Of Wadesboro Club

Class Members Are
Honored At Party
For Birthdays

Coke Party Given
At Sorority Room
For Bride-elect

Lyndia Cochran

,..........
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Necks & Bac

SPLIT

3

ROOT BEER

n and Thermal

131

Polyester Blend
Nylon-Bound Blankets

3

in 6 Matching Colors
..• ,:.?
•

a:4e

dflo

.1,...••*Iii

"AVON"
REGULAR WEAVE

$ 99

"AVONAIRE"
THERMAL WEAVE

$ 99

SALAD DRI

•

Auditorium

1

SPECIAL!!

NEW SHIPMENT OF SHOES
One Group of Shoes
12.00

Breast 65c
49c
Legs
Thighs 49c

5,
5

_
11•••••
i••••n•••••

•••

r•mg

'OCEAN FANTASY'

PLATFORM HIGH HEEL
SANDALS

1

5

NKET LAYAWAY„

•.•

presents

U.S.D

blonkit kiyOway time again
and we have a wonderful selection of regular and thermal weaves in beautiful colors and printed patterns.
Choose now at our-low, low prices!

- Fiber
NwChAtham
ar

WE DOZE BUT NI

We Re

ONLY $100 HOLDS
YOUR SELECTION
DURING OUR ANNUAL

PERSONALS

on Sunday, May 24, at 11:00
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathey
pan, at the Murray-Calloway
spent the weekend with their
County Hospital.
Three members of the special daughter, Mrs Ralph Maxey and
They have two other daughKlucation class at Austin School family of Memphis,.Tenn. They
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Notes ters, Kimberly Gay, age eight,
were honored with a party in also attended the high school
:elebration of their birthdays graduation of one of their of Benton Route Two announce and Kelly Rene, age six. The
in Friday, May 22.
grandsons, David Lynn Maxey. the birth of a baby girl, Susan father is employed at the Genweighing
eight eral Tire & Rubber Company,
Elizabeth,
• ••
Honored at the party were
pounds twelve ounces, born on Mayfield.
Dianne Whited, Kathy Wrye,
end Gary Pate. They were pre- I Mrs. Charlotte Simmons -et iSatlazdaY. May 22, at 1ik14 am. The paternal grandparents are
sented with a birthday cake and Murray has been dismissed from
'
111 the Murray-Calloway County Jdr. and Mrs. Nile E. Sanert of
-t
ler ve•or
flL
vu
gift
the Western Baptist Hospital. IlsePthll.
The new father is employed grandparents were the late Mr.
Hostess for the party w a s Paducah.
• ••
at the Permian Plant at Calvert and Mrs. Floyd Taylor of Lynn
Mrs. Harold Beaman for the
City.
Grove. Mrs. Gila Windsor of
Theta Department of the MurGrandparents are Mr. a n d Murray is a great grandmother.
ray Woman's Club which has
'10 keep latex paint surface, Mrs. Weldon Notes of Benton
•••
these parties as one of their leari, use soap or
detergent suds and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Irvin of
project' for the year.
to wipe up driv, and spatters of Benton Route Two.
Benton announce the birth of a
Mrs. Beaman was assisted in
within
Dela% makes
Mrs. Lala Notes, Mrs. Hilda baby boy, Robin Christopher,
serving by the class teacher,
it more difficult to'
,
mole such Mabry, Mrs. Nettie Arent, and weighing seven pounds 5%
Mrs Earl Warfare!.
spots.
• ••
George Phillips, all of Benton, ounces, born on Monday, May
are great grandparents.
25, at 9:45 p.m. at the Murray•••
Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Muffins, The new father is a student
Packaging for the freezer
t.licese Nil, made arid ,'.ten 1111 Olive Street, Murray, are at Murray State University.
must be airtight to as.sure sucMr. and Mrs. Solon W. Farmcess. Containers and wrappings in fliblical time, more than the parents of a baby girl, Deshould be moisture-proof and 1.1/00 %ears ago. Xsiart tri.relers borah Lynn, weighing six er and Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Snodsealed carefully to keep natural I ight it to Liu-op.'. where for pounds three ounces, born on grass, all of Benton, are the
moisture in, and air out. Lse years the difficult art Of cheese- Saturday, May 23, at 4:50 am. grandparents.•••
special freezer foils, papers. making remained a secret passed at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
from father to son.
tapes and containers.
Mr. and Mrs. Mullins operate the K-N Root Beer DriveIn on South 4th Street, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Mullins of Martin,
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Miner
Griffin, Jr., of Savannah, Tenn. June 20th bride-elect of Dennis
Mrs. C. B. Thacker of Sa an- Goodwin, was thei.lionoree at a
Ir.
-Maa
Wog'
..-....,.._:.- -,....;7*. t MIX -241116-saId
ml
•
•
111.
of- CrffErp;--Terorr-we- 2/7Trarren oklorlrin mrevvn.
ing at the sorority room of Algnat gtaricimothers. ,
pha Omicron PL
The charMing hostesses for
A baby boy, weighing seven
pounds ten ounces, was born to the occasion were Nis' Susan
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Lovett of Bostick and Mn. Roger BurBenton Route Four on Sunday gess.
For the informaT•event the
May 24, at 9:17 am. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi honoree .chose to wear a white
cotton culotte dress and was
teL
Friday, May 29, 1970,
They have another son, Todd, presented a cortege of pink
age six. The father is employed, roses by the hostesses.
at 7:45 p.m.
Refreshments of open faced
at Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. a ri,s1 sandwiches, potato chips, olives,
Mrs. Rollie Lovett of Benton and Cokes were served from
at the
.
Route Four—and Mr. and Mn the beautifully appointed table
overlaid with an olive green
Gus Scarbrough of Mayfield.
M.Sil
•••
cloth and centered with an arKalista Jan is the name cho- rangement of-daisies and baby's
The Public Is Invited . . .
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Errol San- breath. Silver appointments
art of 112 Irvin Drive, Mayfield, were used.
No Admission Charge
Fifteen persons were prese
for their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds one ounce, born or sent gifts.

•

and
Will Be
Open
May 30th

of

SHOES

One G oup of Shoes
'5.00

THE SHOE MAR
13th and MAIN STREETS

ASORTMEN
WHI

.58%

yon -42% Polyester
TVVEIGHT BLANKETS

50% Polyester-50% Rayon
PRINTED BLANKETS

99

POLYESTER-RAYON BLANKETS
Schiffli Embroidered Nylon Binding
The "Elegance" by Chotharn.$
Blended of 50% Purrey" polyester
arid 50% rayon. FIBERWOVEN.
Excellent for gifts. White, pink,
blue, green and gold. 72'90
Inches. Noe tes

A napped **mai woos* Islaniatt
--isfird of 40% Plumy* polyostor,
33% rayon cod 25`;', cotton fiber.
flood for lasting boasity. Six
color choices . . . rose, blue, gold,
onion, *rang*, whits and Iliac.
Nylon jewel-ton* binding. 72'•90.

Polyester-Rayon-Cotton
THERMAL BLANKETS
Irregulars of Chatham quality. $
40% Purrey* polyester, 35% rayon and 25% cotton tn assorted
solid colors ... and white. Nylon
binding. 72'90 inches.
Rog TM

A se ceable solid -.01-eiir...-hkenker
by • atham in five colors . .
pi , green, blue, gold and
7 x90 inches. Nylon binding.

Heavyweight with nylon binding. $
White ground with blue, gold and
raise screen printed floral designs.
72'90 inches.

A napped Ffberwovisn blanket
blended of 60% rayon, 30% Pus-row. polyester and 10% Acrylic
fibers in shades of rose, blue.
gold, green, orange, white and
lilac. Fiber-fixed for lasting beauty. Contrasting 100% nylon lewel
nding. 72.90, Inches.
torte

99

5.

99

1 2 0;

100% Purrey* Polyester
SOLID COLOR THERMALS

CATSUP J4

A soft, washable thermal by Chatham bound with long-lasting nylon. Warm in winter.
cool in
summer. Hot pink, blue, gold,
moss, white, turquoise. a n d
canary. 72x90 inches. Rog. TAs

60% Polyester-40% Rayon
SCREEN PRINTED THERMALS
White grounds with rose, blue $
and gold screen printed floral designs. Nylon binding. Warm in
winter. . . cool in summer. 72x90
...1
inches.
-(

99

EXCELLENT_GIFTS FOR MANY OCCASIONS

5 LI

vv.
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Ready To Go

Storey's

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

Foodaiant

1% Cash Refund For Your

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

I

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SIRLOIN STEAK
LB 99c

8 27c

Fine For Bar.13-02

Le. 390

I11141 /

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB.880

COUNTRY FRY STEAK
CHUCK ROAST
BACON

COCO COLAS 10 OZ.,

DRINKS

V4-PORK LOIN 9 to"CHOPS

BUNS

ENGLISH CUT
LB:PC

19c

MORRELL'S

3

PALACE BRAND

6 bottle Ctns.

8 CT. PKG.

JOHNSON

With Bottles
DADS

L390

/2 GAL. 490 r

HYDE PARK

LB.690

BUTTERNUT
HOT DOG OR HAMBURGER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Limit 3 Ctns.

ROOT BEER

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 kriTIAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRYERS
I

Beef &
Chicken

Lb.913t
Lb.590
5/$1.00

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

SPLIT

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Favorite Church Or Charity.

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

Breast 65c Lb.
49c Lb.
Legs
Thighs 49c Lb.
Necks & Backs I5c Lb.

BARIII BOO

A

E A.

WEINERS

12 OZ. PKG.

39t

JOWL
titIOKED
ORANGEKR
64
MICE
BREAD
)iGAL.430
146i MILK
2
IL PEIr
POTATOES
21_135.25c
BANANAS
SAVE 84 '

COFFEE

1 LB. CAN 190

a w

LYNN GROVE

LE1.5R

BISCUITS

AFT PURE

3 19c

GAL.

LIMIT 6 CANS

EGGS
GRADE A MEDIUM

BUTTER NUT

80Z.

CANS

20 OZ. LOAF19C

DOZ.

29

ALL FLAVORS

SALAD DRESSING HYDE PARK 0T.49C

FRUIT COCKTAILDEERWWD

150z.(1
CANS#I

SWIM T-13EAR—

FOR-

10 LB. BAG 690

.,
12 OZ. CAN

CATSUP JACK SPRAT

It Bottles PU

GOLDEN RIPE

WITH THESE COUPONS

HYDE PARK

SUGAR

44
5 LB. BAG

58c

LIMIT ONE

Offer Expires June 2
LIPTON

INSTANT TEA
30z. 79c
11
Jar
Limit one ,coupon per purchase
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

•

RIQUETS
10 LB. BAG

-GREEN BEANS AL

5

OZ. ci
CUT6 15
CANS #1

ADAMS

Offer Expires June 2
FABRIC SOFTENER

DOWNY
KING SIZE
640Z.

RARCOAL

$129.

Limit one coupon per purchase
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

I ROZEJUICE
RAtGE

3 °z $1"
AN

1

V

r)
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Cleveland homicides set a record in '69
14 JAMES 0.CLIFFORD
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—If
man is really propagating and
polluting himself out of existence as many scientists say, he is
pushing hundreds of species of
animals over the edge into extinction first.
The federal government estimates that 76 kinds of mammals,
hire* reptiles and fishes in the
Unitad States alone are either
thresiened with extinction or
reduned to a perilous fraction of
their once-vast numbers. Conservspion groups estimate the
number worldwide at more than
800-'
They include such familiar
animals as the Nmencan alligator, the eastern timber wolf,
the giant California condor, the
grizzly bear, the whooping crane,

icy spread
Spread spice or applesauce
oaf rakes with ivory-toned
rown sugar frosting. Combine
n top of double boiler I un• aten egg yolk, 1/8 teaspoon of
t, 3 tablespoons of water, and
1 cup of light brown sugar.

7 minutes, or until mixture holiell
its shape. Remove from he
add 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla eit-s
tract; continue healing until
frosting is slightly coded, 1 to 2

Northside
Shopping
Center

tide rate on easy access to weaprulings, we
walk. that many skirt the city cause of the court
ons and U.S. Supreme Court
do so now.
law by going into the suburbs cannot
minutes.
rulings, which, they said, block
"The homicide rise came just
to buy weapons.
law enforcement efforts.
after Supreme Court rulings on
Hit Supreme Court
"Guns are easily obtained at
search and seizure and exploradiscount houses, not in ClevePolice are unanimous in con- tory searches. Now we have to acked. For deeper flavor and
Makers of resilient flooring
land, but in immediate suburbs," di-inning the Supreme Court de- tell the prisoner his rights. It has
now bringing out carpeting
are
locan
sugar
brown
dark
said police Sgt. Edward Nlanney. cisions as contributing to the been my experience that he re- .olor,
tiles color and design coordinwater,
boiling
over
"I understand guns can be ole rising homicide rate.
used. Cook
cites his rights to you. He knows
ated.
tamed by a signature or driver's
atin with rotary beater 5 to
e used to have what we how far he can go."
little
license and
other called the pool mom detail,"
"too
are
guns
Gerber agreed
identification."
said Sgt. Robert Defrantis. We easily available."
An existing gun bill in Cleve- took all the rookies and we
—NOW OPEN ....

By JOHN J. SPETZ
CLEVELAND (UPI)—Cleveand recorded 295 homicides in
and 1969—an average of about one
actresses Lauren Bacon
Tammy Grimes, model Mimi every 30 hours.
London and Mrs. Jacob Javan,
It was the worst homicide
wife of the Senator from New record in the city's history and
York.
exceeded the previous year's to
"We feel strongly that wild- tal by 99. In 1967 the Lake
life is of immense importance as Erie city recorded 166 killing
part of the ecological commun- and in 1966 there were 155.
ity ," said Joan McIntyre of
The homicides last year aver*5*
requires anyone purchasing
Friends of the Earth.
shook down the trouble spots.
aged one for every 2,748 persons land
a
firearm
within
the
of
city
replacement for
Ammer
The
twice
with
weapons
"By cutting off the demand in Cleveland. Detroit,
You could hear the
for wild animal products at the the population of Cleveland, re- Cleveland to have a permit. The fall on the floor inside when we "The Jim Nabors Hour" on CBS
Thursday evenings will be
point of sale, we may achieve corded 488 homicides, one kil- permit must be obtained from we got to the door."
'Happy Days," a series recalling
longer
the time necessary to ey aluate ling for every 3,319 persons. the police chief and
police.no
said
Manney
the applithe world wildlife picture."
New York City, with a popu- cant must have character refer- can make "exploratory searches highlights of comedy and music
of the 1930s and 1940s. The
"Our only course if we wish lation 10 times that of Cleve- ences from two persons.
in bars as before."
cast is headed by Louis Nye,
to save the lives of wild creatures land, had one homicide for every
The seller must make a deChuck McCann and the comedy
is to dissolve the market," said 7,801.
tailed report to the police chief.
'Part Of our &nit% were to team of Bob (Elliott) and Ray
Mrs. John Fell Stevenson,
Cuyahoga County Coroner Getting a permit is so cumbersearch suspicious looking per- (Goulding). Big bands will be a
daughter-in-law of the late Adlai Dr. Samuel R. Gerber said 236
son," Mannev said, "But be- feature.
Stevenson, and one of the signers of the victims last year were
If the pledge.
killed by guns. Police said the
It takes a lot of animals to most popular weapon was a $IO
nake just one item. It requires pieta imported from West Ger12 baby ocelots to make a coat, many. Ninety-eight of the homiALIVE, IT WAS
l0 lynx, 25 opossums and up to cides remained unsolved.
UNAPPETIZING.NOW-- IT—IT
10 raccoons.
•
HEY CHIEF, THAT LI'L
Police blamed the high homiLOOKS SHUDDER:IMOALAUP!
Ot: CHICKEN 5 BEEN its1
THE FLAMES LONG ENOUGH

several varieties of Whale, and
even the national emblem, the
bald eagle.
There are less than 100 California condors still in existence,
TO MAKE IT t-I6#4
and less than TO whooping
EDIBLE .
cranes left in the wilds.
F1TD NUM!"
5-Test
ACROSS
Only a few hundred grizzlies
UAAT
Ntd
65e11 to consumer
21A2 77Fma=w2InTi-!
still roam the mountains of Colo7.Neer
1-Sacred tines'
'03AOU
Whyo8.Footlihe part
5-Snare
and
Montana
rado, Idaho,
PO PriA 0041
9-Tibetan priests
9-Conducted
ming. No one knows how many 12-Accomplished
10-Latin
UQU AUL) URICIACt
corounction
alligators are left, but poachers 13-Nerve network
ZI4
1i (11-41.) UT
down
14-Devoured
17471711 PIWO
in the Florida swamps are killing 15-Indefinite article 11-Prefix
17.C.oniunction
ABU OZ
16•Linger
19-Above
them off at a perilous rate.
WOW fat*AMM
18-Total
21-City in Russia
Heavy hunting has reduced 20-Preposition
23-Musical
Id[Y.M1li r12'
in
instrument
the eastern timber wolf to about 22-District
AMUT PRIJA 0.13E
Germany
Seine of affairs
MOMM MMVIU PRIIN
300 to 400, all in Minnesota. 24 South American 25 (p1
)
26-Foreigners
Pessicideri kill off the brown 27 rodent
Ireland
27,R•gard
pelican. The whooping crane .25Lfalsehoods
60 Place
28-Larnprees....- _46-Greek
61 Ntea of
merketplace
30 Stalk
started dying when man COOk 31 -The sun
scale
48-Rent
33-Harvest
32-Scoff
over its habitat. Ranchers shoot 34-Permits
NY1Xothetica
gccl
Sun
51
62
35-Stnke
force
53 Note of
theotbald eagle, mistaking it for 36-Symbol for nickel 38-Regrets
44
for
Symbol
scale
the golden eagle, a threat to 37-Bank ernOlole 40-Southwestern 56-Cheer
calcium
39-Meslead
Indians
66-Compass
58-Men's
livestock.
41-Printer's
point
nickname
of two
Americans have already killed 42-First lungmeasure43-Second
of
stampnearly
Israel
and
species
of/tone
ed out another in some of the 44-Morning prayer
letter
most awesome wildlife slaughter ill5-Gnsek
47-Toil
in history.
49 Fondles
...
po.p.
Once millions of passenger 50-Monsignor
Ztt•La 21 Vit22
(atspr
pigeons flew over parts of the 52-Let
it stand
continent in such numbers they 54-Spanrsh for yes'"
darkened the sky. Tens of 55-Paddle
33 ail
ir.::§11
American bison 57 Caudal
millions of
appendage
37
roamed the plains.
59 Bone
About 50 years ago the last 61 Precaution
.i
• passenger pigeon died in a zoo. 63 High cards
Ui
UNE
42UiUU
Slave
65
411 649
Mill
46
45
and bison were reduced to a few 67 Girl's name
- 68 Rabbit
hundred somOers. The specie
50
NOME a
was brought back from the edge 69-Direction
EOM
illfa59 60
• Concerned
of Oblivieat..
MEd
Mail
pubbe.
-Girl's Nom*
2 Great land masses aliliMPFilifilinNlidhali.
David Brower, president of 3 Preposnion
Via
il IIINa
the militant conseivation organ- 4-Recent
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 27
ization Friends of the Earth,says
worldwide the number of species
and racei known to be in danger
of extinction is 861. and 131
have become extinct in the last
300 years.
Open Friday Night
Many problems
8 00
These wild creatures face
many problems: the loss of
WE FIESF_RVE THE HIGHT
space to live, death through
pdlution and hunting, capture
TO LIMIT OUANTITILS
of specimens for zooe, the pet
I- PO 1 SID/ OF flit Si111A1(1
market and large scale research.
"If you add into this already
unbalanced equation the incredible demand for skins, fur and
feathers, prompted by the fashion and interior decorating
market, then the outlook for
DANDRUFF SHAMPOO
SUPER RICH SUNTAN OIL
wild creatures is very grim in5-0z. Bottle
said.
Brower
deed,"
8-0z. Plastic Bottle
In the interest of saving these
Reg. 9.00
imperiled creatures, some of
• Amesica's most fashionable wo'Iv-men—Wave • snow'off-*Or -ivr
drive vtarted herenacently

REE

GRAFIK ADVERTIZING
Industrial Road S Main Street
(Behind Adams' Welding)

lir 753-8692
We Do All Types of Painted
Signs and Custom Art

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LB.

•
by

WHO KNOW15?US GOOD SAMARITANS
HOI ID SHOTS,ANI'RUSHED UP TO GIVE

THIS "the SQUEALER FOIST AID —

.M''

ill

AI Capp

15 IdIU::zi• ii la
liMill Oil
al
•

PAPER

UU

Yaw/Zee/4i
RINSE AWAY

100 CT. 9"

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

MEMORIAL DAY

WE WILL BE

CLOSED
SHOP THESE SPECIALS THURSDAY & FRIDAY
FOSTER GRANT

EAT

ST. REGIS

DEEP TAN

WHITE V'

DINNER PLATES

SUNGLASSES

To

PricelLiron01.00 to,s6.011.

20% Discount Off
Suggested Marked Retail Prig

GET SET

6-].2

CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH
and
GARGLE

Insect
.
FAST PAIN REIJEF

wean.

m.real

Repellent
Spray

Bottle
Reg.

Gel
SOT.
adinpiAlt
iNrit

$1 .1 9

Large

ANACIN

4 oz. Can
/
81

for Fast Pain Relief

REG.. $1.19

BOTTLE OF 100

LIMIT: 1

SALE

Reg.'1.49

- Sale

Special
Complete
Home
Permanent
Reg. *1.69

Sale 91tt

DentirCreme

BICYCLE
Rider
Back

PLAYING CARDS
Reg. 69e each

880 •

Kills Files, Mosquitoes and Other
Flying Insects
124 oz Spray

REQ. $1.19

Sale 74it -

THE TOOTHPASTE FOR
CLEANING FALSE TEETH
(Jant 5.5 oz. Size

REc; SI 09

NEW!
COMET
WITH
POWER
PACK ED
SUPER
CHLORINOL

SAtAi

FRESH, CF

WERNET'S
UAW PIESIDENT — Leonard
Woodcock (above) is the
new president of Vie United
Auto Workers, picked by the
1.8 million member union's
2S-man international Execua meeting in
tive
Detroit to succeed the .late
Waiter Reuther. Reuther's
choice was Douglas Fraser,
a wk.e ,pres,dent in charge
of the Chrysler Department.
but Fraser bowed out. Woodcock. 511. has been a rice
president in charge of' the
Department stnee—t55.
i.

PORK

MEMORIAL DAY

_ -41,0e
'More than 1,500 persons have

signed the pledge to stop buying
the thounuois of fashion and
home products made from the
skin, fur, feathers and horns of
wild animals.
They include such names as

LIThrin
CHARCOIL
PAPER TO'
POTATO C

N11110.

PEPSODENT

ADULT- Reg. ate

SEA BREEZE
ANTISEPTIC
FOR THE SKIN
10-oz. bottle
REG. 11.45

LETT

JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday, June 2

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

0

FIRST IN FINE MEATS
FRESH
MATCHLEbb

REELF00T SMOKED

BACON

PICNIC

CHICKEN
39c BREAST

Lb 59c

OLD FASHIONED
IN THE PIECE

.1

LB.

BOLOGNA

FIELD

iLep. 59c 419

WIENERS

LB.

LIGHT CRUSI_MIX
CHARCOAL STARTER
PAPER TOWELS
POTATO CHIPS

GULF

IGA

BIG ROLL-31C

IGA

TWIN BAG'

IGA
PAPER PLATES SOFT
"
100 CT. 9"

4'

SMITH LARGE

ICE MILK

EGGS

PORK & BEANS
300 9

DOZ.

- NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

CAN

MAX IUM

VIENNA
AUgASI

IGA
SALAD
39c
DRESSING Q
5 OZ. CANS

FRESH, CRISP

LETTUCE19 LEMONSD°c
HEAD

Now$129

REG. 1.59

REG. 1.09 NOW 69c

CORN

PRIDE OF ILL.

Yellow Or White Cream Style

303 CAN

5/99c

CHARCOAL

20L8.BAG

89c

COFFEE
rqez!._?:
.
rx,

40Z.

KRAFT

IGA

95c

ALUMINUM
-401

FRENCH
111,

25' ROLL

8 OZ. BOTTLE

1 OKR AFT

/9

SUNK 1ST

85'

JUST LOW PRICES !

ARMOUR

99

. 39

—3C

NOW

JIM ADAMS BA STORE POLICY

SHOWBOAT

TUNA

REG. 1.05

ANTI PERSPIRANT

IGA OR GLUE RIBBON

Now $104

'$1.23
REG

TOOTHPASTE

OPEN MEMOIR OM

59c 6/49t

EATWELL

AQUA VEVA
CREST
EXCEDRIN
RELAx

EACH 10C-

4/99c

White,

(Reg. 77c)
DT.

Yellow, Choc.

CRISP

59c

FRESH

39c RADISHESG 9c CARROTS 9
1 LB

CLOSED
cEOLLSci SUNDAY
Store OPEN 24 HHours DAILY -- a
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!

•"'"-

MR

FAGS RIGHT
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KELLEY SENT DOWN
SAN DIEGO (UPP1)-- Dick
Kelley was shipped by the San
Diego Padres to their Salt Lae
By VITO STELLINO
relievers.
up as Browne passed him and Oakland, 4-2.
City farm club of the Pacific
Clarence Gaston collected six
Writer
UPI
Ron Swoboda drove in four
Sports
was out.
Kelley
Tuesday.
Coast League
two
straight hits including
"Goofy things" were happenruns with bases-loaded singles
Ptels Lead 3-1
was sent down to make room
Taylor followed with a deep triples and a three-run homer In the first and ninth innings as
relief pitcher Roberto ing to the Philadelphia Phillies
for
and Nate Colbert had a pair of The Mets beat St. Louis. Ray
Rodriguez, who was purchased again Tuesday night, but for drive that eluded Adolfo Philonce, Frank Lucchesi could lips, who crashed into the fence homers as San Diego routed Sadecki pitched a seven hitter
from the Oakland Athletics.
the Reds
smile at them.
--and hurt his elbow. By the time Cincinnati twice. But by 51/2 to get the win for the Mets
still lead the West
are
things
goofy
of
lot
Taylor
"A
ball,
the
while Mike Torrey took the loss.
retrieved
PIPERS
Staub
TO
KORNEGAY
Gaston was 2-3 in the
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Robert happening to us this year," had scored an inside-thepark games.
Tony homer to give the Phils a 3-1 first game and 4-for-4 in the
after
Bob Tillman's horun homer
Kornegay, a 6-7 forward from Lucchesi, said
three-run, lead and they survived a homer second contest.
unusual
In the sLith powered Atlanta
Hampton Institute, signed a Taylor's
9-3, suffered the past Houston. Rico Carty went
Tuesday with the Inside-the-park homer gave the by John Bateman in the last of Jim Merritt,
contract
loss in the first game while 2-for-4 to raise his average to
over
victory
3-2
a
Phils
inning.
the
Pipers
of
the
Pittsburgh
Borbon, making his first =tor .424. Larry Dierker, 8-4, lasted
American Basketball Associse Montreal and moved them out
In other games, San Diego league start, lost the second
six innings and got the loss.
tion. Kornegay averaged eee of last place and ahead of the shocked Cincinnati twice, 8-1
one for the Reds. Mike Corkins Jim Nash, 6-1, with relief help
13.4 rebounds a Expos in the National League's
and
points
and 4-1, Los Angeles drubbed went 6 1-3 innings to win the from Hoyt Wilhelm in the last
By STU CAREN
Vancouver, Joe Grzenda has
Eastern Division.
game last season.
Su Francisco, 19-3, Chicago Opener and Danny Coombs
UPI Sports Writer
seen the sights.
with
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
started
inning
ninth
The
two innings, picked up the
--6-3, Atlanta lasted seven innings to win the victory.
From Valdosta to Victoria to
But before Tuesday night, -Popular Freddie Agabashian, WILLS HONORED
the Phlls trailing Bill Stone- edged Pittsburgh,
New
beat Houston, 5-3, and
Grzenda, now with Washington, who once placed a diesel- STANTON,
second game,
Mo. (UPI)- A man, 1-0, when Del Bates
York beat St. Louis, 5-1.
his fifth big league club, had powered car on the pole,
Drives In Four Runs
Ron Santo and Jim Hickman
the Meramec Caverns singled and pinch-hitter Jim
at
room
In the American League, Claude Osteen drove in four
the unusual distinction of never figures no less than a dozen has been named the Wills room Hutton
hit a double play
each knocked in a pair of runs
Washington beat Boston, 7-5, runs with a homer, double and
having started in the majors. speedsters have a fine chance
to back Ken Holtzman's sevenin honor of Los Angeles Dodger grounder that Coco Laboy Baltimore blanked
Cleveland, 7- two singles as he coasted past
All that was changed when the to win Saturday's 500-mile base-stealer Maury Wills. The threw away.
hit pitching as the Cubs downed
to
0, Chicago nipped Kansas City, San Francisco while allowing 12
Senators called upon him
Memorial Day auto race.
Pirates. Steve Blass gave
Loot Bryon Browne then hit a
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
to
next
the
located
is
room
Boston Red Sox in
Looking over the 33-car field Rock 'there Jesse James used pinch single that Rusty Staub 3-1, Detroit blanked New York, hits. Los Angeles tied the club up eight hits in 4 2-3 innings
-Final lineup for the Indiana- face the
place of scheduled starter surviving after two weekends of' to split tee the loot with his trapped in right and Hutton, 3-0, Minnesota beat Milwaukee, records with a 20-hit barrage while suffering the loss.
polis "500" auto race:
who had been time trials, he predicted record
thinking he had caught it, held 6-2, and California topped off Rich Robertson and four
First Row. Al Unser, Albu- Casey Cox
persis- speeds possibly for the dis- gang.
querque, N.M., 170221 miles complaining recently of
headaches.
'tance, barring a rash of serious
per bow, turtle-Ford. Johnny tent
Grzenda, despite some first- accidents that would slow the
Rutherted, Fort Worth, Tex.,
miscues on the part of pace.
170.213, turbo-Offy. A. J. Foyt, inning
teammates, responded with
"It should be one of the finest
Houston, Tex., 170.004, turbo. his
a three-hit effort over 8 1-3 races ever," said curly-haired
Ford.
Cox'
needing
Freddie, at 56 still trim and
Second Row: Roger McClus- innings before
getting the final two with the same enthusiasm that
key, Tucson, Aria.., 169.213 help in
nailing down the marked his 11-year career at
m.p.h., turbo-Ford, Mark Don- outs and
Senators' 7-5 victory.
the Speedway.
ohue, Media, Pa., 168.911,turboIt was 18 years ago that
Ford. Art Pollard, Medford,
Didn't Know What To Think
Agabashian, of suburban San
Ore., 168.595, turbo-Offy.
Grzenda admitted, "1 didn't Francisco,e put a diesel on the
Third Roy Bobby Unser,
know what to think in the first
Albuquerque, N.M., 168.508 inning" when the Senators pole as the fastest first-day
m.p.h., turbo-Ford, Mario An- made three errors, leading to qualifier at a speed of 138 miles
dreae Nazareth, Pa., 168.209, three Poston runs on only one per hour.
Al Unser drove 32 miles
turbo-Ford. Jim Malloy, Den- hie Fortunately, Grzenda was
faster for the pole this year,
ver, Coio.,167.895,terbo-Offy.
on a five-run lead and that
working
wasn't even a record.
Fourth Hew: George Snider supplied him in the top half of
"Without a doubt, Unser will
Bakeries% e eel.1 1., 16'7.
runs
the
of
the inning, two
thetheirord. Dan Gur- scoring and homered in the go all-out from the start," said
Agabashain. "It's going to be a
ney, State Ast, Calif., 166.860,
girth whiee Tony Conigliaro good helmet dash to get into
turbo - Offy. Mike Mosley, collected two of the three hits
the first corner first. And
Brothssburg, Ind., 166.651, tur- allowed by Grzenda, a two-r
Mario Andretti will be there
twoa
bo-Off.
and
first
triple in the
with the leaders after the !list
plus
Fifth Row: Lee Roy Yar- homer in the ninth.
lap."
7 0003 Tex
brough Columbia, S.C., 166.559
Fed
1 96
turbo-Ford. Bruce Walk'
In other Al games, Detroit Andretht, the defending chain
York,
Baits. pion, starts in the middle of the
np, SL Paul, Ind., 166.459, shutout New
lairbo-Offy. Rick Mutber, Lago- more blanked Cleveland, 7.0, third row.
The other drivers to watch,
a* Beach, Calle, 165.654, turbo- Minnesota topped Milwaukee 6said Agabashian, include three8 25-1 4
more
Offy.
2, California downed
14ga
e_
°altl
A.
___,
„..
and,
WHITEWALLS 53 tax
J.
winner
time
race
F0Yl
limos,
35-Tiv
Sixth Row: Peter
4-2„ and Chicago wee,'"ee"
8.25fed.
7.
arid Johnny Rutherford, both
0
prIces plus
New York, 167.942 m.p.h., City, 3-1.
PIll
tue
also front-row occupants; Dan
and old
turboOffy. Gordon Johncock,
urney, Jack Brabham, Lloyd
7 754 1 588
Hastings, Midi., 16'7.015, turbo- in
236
the National League, Lou uby, Mark Donohue, Art
plus 233Ford, Joe Leonard, San Jose,
Angeles whipped San Francisco, Pollard, Gary Bettenhausen,
2 15
Calle, 166.898, turbo-Ford,
plu'
Chicago beat Pittsburgh, oger McCluskey, Peter RevSeventh Row: Carl Wntiame, 19-3,
6-3, Atlanta stopped Houston, 5- son, and Jimmy McElreatte
Grandview, Moe 166.590 m.p.h., 3, New
York beat St. Louis, 5-1, although be starts in 33rd or
ttatoeeffy. Gary Bettenbauses,
Philadelphia edged Montreal, 3- ant Place.
Tinley Park, 111., 166.451., tube2, and San Diego swept a
Offy. George Follmer, Arcadia,
doubleheader from Cincinnati.
Calif., 106.004 twee-Porn.
8-1 and 4-1
Eighth Row: Mel Kenyon,
Lebanon, Ind., 165.906 m.p.h.,
Willie Horton slammed a
turbo - Offy. Donnie Allison,
homer
off
Mat
Huevtown. Ala., 165.682. turbo- three-run
Sttlemyre with one out in the
East
esbach,
Wally
Dalt
Ford.
ninth inning to break up a
Brmswick, N.J., 165.601, turboscoreless duel and give the
7.00 x 13
Fore,
to
Tigers their win over the
1.96 Fed.
Ninth
Row: Lloyd Ruby, Yankees.
plus
NEW YORK (UPI)- Bowie
Horton's
homer
was
Wichita Falls, Tex., 168.8 his
sixth of the season and Kdhn was the first witness
m.p.h., turbo-Offy. Jack Drab- allowed
more
Earl
Wilson, who today when baseball opened its
166.397,
England,
WHITEWALLS $3 lox
barn, Surrey,
tax
stopped the Yanks on four hits, case in the Curt Flood suit to
2.17
fed
95014plus
turbo-Offy. Ronnie Bucknum, to pick
pl US
11.88
up his third win while overturn the reserve clause.
All prices
Irre
2,25
Capistrano Beach, Calif.
& old
Flood's attorneys wound tip
18.88 plus
or 6
Stottlemyre's record dipped to
tax
C78
40-2.44
166.136, babe-Ford.
3501A
their case Tuesday after the
88 plus 2
E78 or 7
10th Rove Greg Weld, Kansas
tax
15 19
commissioner of the National
plus 2.60
sl or
5
7
21.88
7.
City, Moe 166.121 m.p.h., turbof78
5
1
Basketball
Walter
Association,
or
Suffers Sixth Loss
Offy. Jerry Grant, Seattle,
078 8.25014
Jim Hardin allowed only five Kennedy, and the president of
Wash., 165.9113, turbo-0ff)% BM
the National Hockey League,
Vukovic h, Fresno, Calif., hits and Chico Salmon backed Clarence Campbell, testified.
him up with four singles in the
165.753, turbo-Offy.
Baseball's attorney, Mark
llth Row: Dick Simon, Salt Orioles' triumph over Cleve- Hughes, then
asked Judge
Lake City, Utah, 165.548 m.p.h., land. Boog Powell batted in hvc
Irving Ben Cooper to dismiss
and
single
sacrifice
a
with
rims
Sessions,
Sam
Ford,
turbo.
the case, arguing that Flood
Nashville, Mich., 165.373, turbo. fly as Cleveland starter Dear isn't a "slave."
in
loss
fifth
his
suffered
Ford. Jim Mcleureath, Arllng- Chance
"He was free to play baseball
, ton, Tex., 166.821, terbo-Ford. six decisions.
or not but he chose not to_plity
and there Le no lee to_make
play," Hughes said. 'He is
now ,tree to follow another
arra.
and
work, photography
of
portraits. He was not compelled
to work for an employer to
my
in
guy
Reed
"I
one
, 7.00 x 13 Tax
work off a debt. There- is no
By Me TON RICHMAN
.1
Sod It was a guy I roomed
1.96 Fed
compulsory service of a slave
df
UPI Sports Writer
eight years," leurochet said.
to his master."
o,
fined him $200 dollars."
p•,, 301 t
But Judge Cooper denied the
NEW YORK (UPI)- Leo
85'14 36.9
tax
"Who was the guy?" one
8
40
or
7
S7B
motion, saying, "This is nothing
Durocher had a few things he
30.95 Wu,
rcoL
75.15
those in the room asked th more than a refusal to enter
lor
26.95 J, 7 17
wanted to get off his chest.
178 or 7
32.95 P1.$ 2 60 lor
Cubs'
69S14
to.
•
manager.
or.
15
judgment at this time." He said
Plus 2 25
He talked about gambling and
Of 525'
28.95
plus 2 BO
Cv78
"Medwick," he said.
35s1 a
that he could make a ruling
the way it pertained to playing
5606 34.95
E.16 or 7 7,,1430.95 plus 2 F4 to%
14711 o r 13
36.95.0Ius 320 tos
"It was with Brooklyn and w only "after an offer of proof by
rox
cards. And, he finally opened
60
0005
2
F7S Of
los
plus
9
th
got
him
just
irom
32.95
the plaintiffs."
sgs and revealed for the first
38.95 plus 320
15.15
076 or 75,1 34.95 pivs 280 to.
Cardinals," Durocher said. "W
175 or 9
Kennedy and Campbell outtime how he felt
. inside ...
ass.).
Them ore no
M76 or
about testae it all to the Meth paid $200,000 dollars for him lined the differences between
premium lire
and in the first game be play baseball
rod•r. tores•
•This os our
and their sports,
For
last year.
eurstortg standard.
The business of gambting for us a ball got past him in Campbell said that hockey has
left
and
field
be
U.
walked
alter
player
the
as
thing
such
no
came up when someone in the
room asked Leo Durocher how Imagine that! He walked after option system used in basketIt. So I fined him $200."
and football. Kennedy
ball
many players he had reer titled
Then the conversation svning testified that his sport uses the
since he's managing and he
to
last season.
clause similar to
reserve
said one, Joe "Ducky" Med"You've never come out and baseball's whereby a player
wick, and then added he
sometimes will tell one of his said how you really felt about cannot play out his option and
the Mets coming on to beat sign on to another club. But he
players he has been fined tiI
you," a guy In the room put it noted the main difference is
doesn't ever take his money.
"Yoe take their money when to Durocher. "Why won't you that there are two separate
you beet them playing cards tell anybody how you felt leagues in basketball bidding
Inside?"
for the players'services.
though, don't you?" said the
"How do you think I felt?"
plus 1.90
He cited Oscar Robertson as
same guy who asked the flrst
FIBERGLASS BEV
Leo Durocher said. "I played the only case in which a player
Fed Tax
DOUBLE
queistion.
BEAD
Casey Stengel in the 1951 World had a ;pedal clause in his
BEAD TO
7 00x 13
"Never. Never have I taken
CORD
POLYESTER
Series and he heat me. I went contract welch gave him the
money from a player playing over
to
him
and said right to approve a trade.
61 to,
him cards," Durocher said.
' was
75115.34.95 plus 7
Casey'
every- Robertson turned down a trade
'Congratulations,
Higbe?
(former
"Remember
PS o r 7
77 tor
7
3510.
plus
body said
What a great from Cincinnati to Baltimore
32.95 plus 7
75,15 36.95
Dodger pitcher Kirby Higbee
COS or II
o',7 35114
low
29$ to.
plus
that
sportsman
the
us
Durocher
55
7
plus
36.95
to
traded
was
then
and
I'd play him gin all season
ssos
75,14 34.95
fog
NT$ or $
Bull fiddle You think I liked Milwaukee with his approval.
plus 790
F711 or 7
with
tom Same thing
36.9S plui 2 67 roc
0005 40.95
Brunswick Passenger Tire Guarantee
doing what I red? I didn't care
2500
372 tor
lag
plot
Infielder
Popomch (Cub
.G7S or $
53
plus 2
1$.15 42.95
anything about congratulating
• •rivi efoinsi4oH read hokerds end defects for fts• hI. ot
•
175 0. 9
55.1 ;11•95
Paul Popovich). Every day I Stengel.
en or S
plus 2 911 top
I wanted to hit him in FOR TIN TRADED
lettail. If tee forls, we will, of coo °citron, report it free
40.95
he
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play him the I. think
SSW
-ire it, choripi%)anly for the tread worn on a pro-rota 'Fiore
the head. Who wants to lose?
In or
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roe $400 dollars. The other day
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ow me anybody who laves to man Roy Fortin WU traded
Open 9-6
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beat, who just stands there Tuesday by the St. Louis Blues
to
the
ortg•nal
-.td
purchase?
pro...der:I
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se rust keep playing. No mousey and
CRFOIT OR
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Miller
on
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Agriculture
by J. Robert (Bob) Mille
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Commissioner
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture
by J. Robert (Bob) Miller

FAIRS PLAY ROLE IN
AGRICULTURAL
DIVELOPMINT
What role do county fairs
play in agriculture?
This is a question frequently
asked by students doing research on agriculture and agricultural activities. Another common question is whether or not
county fairs are on the decline.
With the start of the annual
fair season drawing near, these
questions take on a greater significance. Persons who plan to
participate in, or attend a county fair, might have these questions in mind.
As to the role that fairs play
in agriculture, it should be noted that some of the earliest fairs
and expositions held in this
country were conducted in Kentucky. Because these pioneer
farmers were operating without
the benefits of communication
facilities such as we have today, fairs served as tools through which breeding and management data could be demonstrated.
Too, these fairs enabled a
farmer to put his crops and livestock on display, and thereoy
promote his products. A farmer not wanting to travel, seeking out good seed or breeding
stock, could attend a fair or exhibition and view the best from
many farms.
Although our communication
methods have advanced in quality and quantity, fairs still offer farmers these same benefits.
They are educational, promotional and an indirect marketing
tool.
Beyond these more tangible
benefits of a good county fair is
the sense of appreciation that
one can get from seeing the
products of our labor and the
fruits of our land on display.
Are county fairs on the decline in Kentucky? While I do
not have actual figures on at.
saisdaisc• at local Salm last rear.
1 do know that many fairs reported record crowds. As for
the total number of fairs held,
some fairs have been discontinued in recent years. However,
Like with other organized activities, this has helped to strengthen the remaining fairs.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, through its Division of Shows & Fairs, seeks to
promote better county fairs.
This is accomplished through
the allocation of funds to fairs
meeting certain requirements.
This monetary aid can only
be given in support of approved agricultural classes. In 1966
participating fairs spent $48,922 for approved classes. Last
year, participating fairs spent
$102,094 for approved classes.
This same growth has been
realized in the total number of
agricultural exhibits. So, along
with providing good entertainment for the non-farmer, counA4dr$ are playing an *Printlint role in the advancement Of
iIcintsIt5'.
its
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Now United Airlines Spoiler
Vander Meer of Morris
was the longest wooden cantiMiss Van Derbur is well-Iltnown Rev. Sam
in charge of vespers
be
will
levered bridge in the U. S. Both
Fork
as a speaker to youth groups
each
night.
were removed to make way tor
on the topic "Goals and Dreams"
Tuesday morning,the young
new bridges.
and as a television personality. On
people will begin their look at caris
invited
to
public
Mead
The
Bridge
The Kentucky Covered
possibilities. Divided into
the Wednesday night session at eer
Assn., formed in 1964, collects
groups, the delegation will
small
which Miss Van Derbur will
covered bridge history, and enabout many different kinds
bear
speak.
courages the preservation of the
— the type of work
Other speakers on the night of careers
bridges. Through the group's effin each field and the predone
will
include:
Dr.
In
programs
CharBridge
orts the Blaine Creek
paration needed for it.
Lawrence County was saved.
LEXINGTON , Ky. — "What les E. Barnhart, dean of the UK At the end of the Wednesday
* By Jim Warren
The future of the covered brid- do you want to be when you grow College of Agriculture and direo- afternoon sessions, each 4-H'er
e
Ky. — Covered gas is still in doubt because most up?" Boys and girls start hear- tor of the Cooperativ Extension will have learned about four majService and Agricultural Experand explored the
Wages in the Commonwealth counties lack funds to repair and ing this question and wondering
iment Station, who will welcome or work areas
KIK be a prime target for touris- restore them. New highways, re- about their future careers very
job opportunities in each
,
.
rnan,
Dr.
night;
Monday
on
group
the
ts when the warm sun spurs servoirs, and water storage pro- early in life.
field. At UK, they will visit the
Next week, 800 young people— H. H. Van Horn, assistant direc- Colleges of Engineering, Home
to the search for tot- jects threaten the bridges with
tor of Extension for 4-H,who will
and
and historic places this destruction and others simply already beginning to grow up—
conference program Economics, and Agriculture
are fallino down.
will look for possible answers preview the
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during
question
• Covered bridges once commonious Careers in each of these
While the fate of the bridges to this familiar
Week here at the son Lane, UK Extension dairy areas.
place in Kentucky,are disappear- is being decided, the opportunity Junior
"Opwill
discuss
specialist, who
ing—lost to fire the demands of to visit them is still with us. University of Kentucky, June 1-4. portunities in 4-H for Moral and The groups also will tour the
4-H'ers from all parts of
modern traffic, Lad decay. As late
Central Kentucky Area VocationThe old structures should be These
eighth or Spiritual Development" at the
as the 1940's ffiere were 45 cov- seen by all as examples of a day the state will be seventh,
al School, learning about the diffsession.
night
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Donna
Roberts- young people are
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coiffures
Summer
a variety on county, Kentucky 441 presiof a community center in the name from the question mark opportunities offered in
visiting classes to hear what is
Taylor
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Kenneth
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requirethe
as
well
as
early days. People gathered for that outlines the hack of the of careers,
being taught.
ments in these fields. Assemblies county, state 4-H vice president;
targets along the Suez Canal in Egypt raided by
camp meetings and picnics. Und- head when seen in
Even the conference "fun"
as
Van
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moderator,
and
TAKE AND GIVE---The map spots military
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opportuniti
stress
will
night
at
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excareer
early
an
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have
er the bridge's
sessions will
Israeli warplanes In retaliation for a barrage by the Egyptians
according to the National Hairareas of will discuss other 4-H opportunitheme.
farmer could cool his tired hor- dressers and Cosmetologists in 4-H and in various
ploration
"Your ties at the Tuesday night session.
ses, steal a kiss from his girl, Association Starting at the top personal development.
the conor read the advertisements which crown area where there is a slight Future" is the theme of
ference, which opens Monday aftadorned the walls.
down to the ernoon, June 1.
rise, and then
born
were
bridges
Covered
elongated nape, the scroll of the
Featured speaker will be a
when builders found that tim- question • mark delineates the
Marbers lasted much longer when head and gives it a gracefull‘ former Miss America, Miss
ilyn Van Derbur, who will talk
kept dry and protected from wea- poised look.
to the group on Wednesday night.
ther. The first was built in Switzerland.
Kentucky's bridges were built
by carpenters - turned -engineer
Irbo performed their labor oflove
without blveprints or formal plans.
Most Kentucky covered bridges were built from yellow
lar timbers cut from trees fife
bet and more in diameter.
Early builders 10114 Opt_paplar timbers resisted weather
and insect attacks and if kept dry
lasted indefinitely. The bridge's
only natural enemies were fire
and man himself.
- Single unit dt-sign. perfectly
,
The bridges were built when
balanced with line & pracfro° and steel beams were not to
tice plug. 62.121.9
be had and a builder just walked
15.47
to a nearby forest and cut the
Lobe° 800 Reel & 3366 Rod. 4.2.124-$
materials needed. Some of these
4S
17-'
bridges still carry traffic 100
years later — a tribute to the
skill of the builders and the strength of their materials.
Sale
Some of the best known reSale
Price
maining covered bridges an
Price
the Switzer Bridge in Franklin
County, the Beech Fork Bridge
In Washington County, and the
Push-button heavy duo, Pit
America's Most Imitated Reel!
Sberborne Bridge on State Route
Most popular! Feathertouch controls-Polished
reel. Rugged service.
stainless steel covers. Anti-reverse and ilia.
11 which still carries loads up to
adjustable drag, 1011-sds
, With 190-yds. of line.
,e
lieso..s,
Wids40.41a,
'
of4ine. 4 -oakos *el. but rillrAttality
ten tcas.
Some of the most famous bridlath lino(44
Sado/ E. ..nor Niedwick, a Roman
;MY
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Zeffbeff
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officer
police
with
Cynthiana Bridge across the Li.
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next
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.
0
..to,NtWrAtItK42,:g.44M441f-Piv,"
eking River and the Hickman
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which
Nelson
Camp
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division of the police department.
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LADIES

BLOUSES

Stretch Hose

E.O.M. SPECIAL
2
1
/
2.99

JEWELRY

SUITS

Values to MOO
E.O.M. SPECIAL

Dacron and Wool
RtKi. 455.09
E.O.M. SPECIAL

M PEILRIORT SL

PrIfySTIRLS
FROSTY 1#111IP
its!AA5cVir ERRIES
011iN!LJUICE
FRENCH FREES

BOYS

'3.88

WALK SHORTS
1 2 Price
/

FUDGE STICK
VANILLA WAFFERS
SUGAR OATMEAL
FIG BAR

Reg. $1.99 & $2.49 yd.

'2.44

Special '1.00 yd.

SCOOTER SKIRTS & MID-RIFF TOPS
ONLY

01.
Each

$5.00
LADIES

190% Dacron Washable
Eel. E.O.M. C3988
WAS Special! 'w

Res.
WM

E.O.M.
Special!

CHARMIN
MAXWELL HOUSE

SPRING SUITS
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COFFEE
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1011 OR
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•

FAA Y
E
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BfAct!5

E.O.M.
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A
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-
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•
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*
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'
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2 for 13
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SIRLOIN STEAK CHUCK RO
109
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MILD CURE

SPECIAL

Price
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Store
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_
Reduced!!

Special 13.50

OPEN Memorial Day

FIRST CUT LB.

LADIES
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weekends. He was lured to
By JOHN VIRTUE
SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPI) - Montevideo in 1965 and slain by
Latin America's largest city is a an Israeli vengeance group.
There are many former.Nazis
haven for those escaping the law
living in Sao Paulo's large
or persecution back home.
This city of 6.3 million has German community. Martin
what attracts exiles and Bormann and Joseph Mengele,
fugitives—size that provides the two most wanted Nazis, have
anonymity and a population been reported seen in Sao Paulo
composed of 90 different over the years.
nationalities—as well as the
Sao Paulo also has a large
live-and-let-live philosophy of Lebanese community which
the Brazilians.
attracted the late Lebanese
Those who have sought banker Yosuf.
.Beidas two years
refuge have ranged from Texas ago when his Interbank group
bail jumper Ben Jack Cage to failed. He was later expelled
Capt. Henrique Galvao, who from Brazil.
Former French premier
hijacked the Portuguese luxury
liner "Santa Maria" in 1961, to Georges Bidault, who opposed
Treblinka concentration camp Gen. Charles de Gaulle's
Algerian policy, lived in exile in
commandant Franz Stangl.
Cage, sentenced in Houston, the satellite city of Carnpinas
Tex., to 10 years for until three years ago when he
embezzlement, fled to Brazil in returned to France.
Ironically, Brazil law greatly
1958 during an appeal of his
:onviction. Now a Brazilian limits the professions and
:itizen, he cannot be extradited. activities of its foreign residents.
Galvao, now 73 and in poor For instance, a non-citizen
health, hijacked 'the "Santa cannot teach secondary school
Maria" to draw attention to the nor •own land on the ocean
political situation in Portugal. front.
He was also one of the first
plane hijackers, organizing the
same year the seizure of 's
Portuguese airliner flying from
NO PLANS FOR RECALL
Casablanca to Lisbon.
Gen. Humberto Delgado, the
Portuguese opposition leader
with whom Galvao worked, was
WASHINGTON (UPI) —De•
also .an exile in this industrial
spite continuing personal at.
city thitil slain in 1965 on the
tacks on him by antiwar
Spanish border while trying to
demonstrators,the State De.
reenter Portugal.
partment says it has no plans
Stangl -ehtered Brazil shortly
to recall Ambassador Jerotne
after World War If under Msown H.
Rolland from Sweln.
name, but no one at the time
The State Department said
connected him with German
concentration camps. Arrested Monday that Swedish press
in 1967 while working at a reports that recall of Holland, a
German automobile factory in black educator, is imminent
Sao Paulo, he was extradited to "are speculative. There is no
Austria, accused of killing basis for them." Sweden long
has opposed U.S. policy in
700,000 Jews during the war.
Another former Nazi, Herbert Southeast Asia.
Eggs were thrown at HolCukurs, had two small airplanes
and used to sell rides on land's limousine Sunday.
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PAGE INVELVZ
medical smer vision with two physicians and two registered nurses
at the camp. A trained dietitian
will stmervise the dietary needs
of the campers.The camp fee will
be the same as last year,$110.00
though this year's camp will offer
many more advantages. A limited
number of canaperships will be
available in special circumstances on a need-aoci-fIrst-request
basis, Some of the camping acThe fifth annual non-pront
will include swimming,
tivities
JAMBS ROBERT HENDON CAMP
row-Coating, fishFOR DIABETIC CHILDREN (ke- ball games,
arts and crafts, over-algid
merly known as the Kentucky ing,
archery, nature hikes
Camp tor Diabetic Children) will camping, pontoon boating, plays,
cookouts,
be held from August 9 through canoeing, campffres, hay rides,
August 22. It will be located
sqsare dances, special events,
at a new camp site this year,
many more. InstrucCamp Kysoc, which is owned parties and given to the campers
tion will be
by the Kentucky Easter Seal Soo- In the essentials of diabetic care,
let), and is located two miles Including bow to give their own
from Carrollton, Ky. across the Insulin Injections.
highway from General Buller Sta- The camp has been renamed
te Park.
In honor of its founder Dr.James
The Kentucky Diabetes Assoc- Robert Handal of Louisville, Ky, I
a
of
composed
is
lades, which
The preparatory years leading to
grimp of Kentucky physiciana es- the first camp sessions were
pecially interested in the treat- extremely amain ones. ft was
ment of diabetes, sponsers this dee to Or, Hendoe's continuous
camp because diabetic
eflbrts, dedication and optimism
Its are almost never accepted that the camp became a reality.
Other camps, In addition to enjoy- Further inibrmatioe and came
leg the experiences of camp life sppLicatioos may be received
they will also learn about the care from the JAMES ROBERT HENof their disorder in a group
DON CAMP FOR DIABETIC Clie
other diabetic youngsters whose LDREN, E04 Fincastie Building,
same.
the
largely
are
Prohlmns
Louisville, Ky. 4020E. Or tele.
The camp facilities include a phase 893-5997 or 585-4828, Area
spacious loege housing the dining Code 502.

hab class (he's still in collegel, or if he's going to have a

Diabetic Camp
Planned For
This August

hall, a large program room and
kitchen, administration building,
service building, health center,
abbe camper villages with three
cables each, two craft buildings,
healed swimming pool, shower
houses, biacktiomed trails,a Coat
dock and a fishing Cock on a 20
acre lake.
There will be a highly trained
staff of counselors includingpeofossil:mai recreation personas',
college students, teachers and
ober persons in the recreation
*eels. There will be no caw
seitire-notraining.
The campers will be under

Witchcraft
is no joke
in Bolivia

"night out" with the boys.
I'm not saying be is up to anything, but it sure looks
suspicious. I would rather he didn't wear his ring at all than

to have him pick it up and put it down like a yo yo.
To me, a wedding band is not just a piece of jewelry, it's
a symbol of a commitment. This part-time wedding bead
business is driving us apart. How do you feel about it?

'Duo.

MK Far • parental reply melees stamped. Midassald
sevehme.
Hate is arise ietters? Seed es le Abby. Ben MM. Les
Angeles, Cal. INISIL lee Abby's beside', "Mem b Wale Letters kr Al Osessissa."

FULL-TIME WIFE
DEAR FULL: Either year hasbaad Is inteetimally trying

Well-meaning

to make you jealous, or he mods to take a mane in

friend

elementary psychology.

made mistake

DEAR ABBY: My son will be married soon and be and
his bride-to-be have decided that an evening sit-down dinner
reception for 200 guests should not include small children.
I want very much to have my three grandchildren
present at the wedding and reception. They are 6, 4, and 3

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Recently a friend of mine had an
operation, and shortly before she was taken to the operating
room I called her on the telephone and read a little prayer to
her. She thanked me for calling and hung up.
The next thing I knew, I got a call from her husband,

years old. I am sure it would be a wonderful memory for
them
Doesn't a parent of the bride or groom have a say in this
GRANDFATHER
Matter/ Who is the final authority?

telling me in no uncertain terms that I shouldn't have dons
that as I had upset his wife, but plenty.
Abby, I had an operation a few years ago myself, and
before my surgery, my doctor came in and asked me to say
a little prayer with him, and it made me feel better.

DEAR GRANDFATHER: The final "authority" is the
bridal couple. Don't press it. To attempt to make
"exceptions" et your grandchildren would be midair. And
unwise.

Please tell me if I made a mistake

MEANT WELL

DEAR MEANT: Even the you "meant well," U it upset
year friend, yea made a mistake. IP. S. I believe is prayer,
bat if my surgeon came in and asked me to "pray" with him,
I deal bum whether I'd pray doubly hard or find smother

surgeon.)
DEAR ABBY: You told LONG BEACH WIFE to quit
nagging her husband about not wearing his wedding band,
and my husband pointed out your answer victoriously.
However, our problem is slightly different.
My husband wears his wedding band only when it suits
him. For instance, he takes it off and leaves it home when be

DEAR ABBY: My husband wears a hearing aid, and
when we're at a cocktail party he turns off his bearing aid
and goes to sit in a corner. Many people think he's anti-social
or snobbish, but it's not true. He says that when some folks
[especially women] get a few drinks in them, they tend to
laugh and shriek extra loud, and the sound, when amplified
thru his hearing aid, feels like a "knife" in his ear.
Abby, you would be doing people who wear bearing aids
a big favor if you asked your readers to be a little more
SAN DIEGO
considerate.

y.en

feel better if you get it eff
Whet's year problem?
year eked. Write to ABBY. Bel IMO, Lee Angeles, Cal.

CRUISES
down th,
hospital:
hurst, B

and ducks hang down the backs of
these Cambodian soldiers on patrol near the village of Rompong Phnom Dinner time came and the fowl are gone now

is a very serious business indeed.

The "brujas" or witches of
La Pit'are so popular they, have
their own special witches market, a series of little packing box
booths set up on the back streets
of this 12,000 foot high city.
The witch business is booming, and the prices aren't cheap.
One witch interviewed was
very serious about it all. Squint.
rig out from under her brown
derby, the universal head piece
of the Bolivian Indian woman,
she talked about first one cure
and then the other.
',What is happening to our young people? They disAs she spoke,she sold a little
respect their elders, they disobey their parents. The)
sack of her goods to a smiling
Ignore the laws. They riot in the streets inflamed wit/
wild notions. Their morals are decaying. What Ill to beman in his mid 20s.
oorne of them7'
"It is for my mass,- he said.
The above statement sounds like It came from some
"I use it in the mass in my
no/id-fogey" who Is •'turned at- by disrespect. Actually,
home." He walked off happily
It was written by Plato nearly 2,500 years ago!
with his sack of little candies
Any cue who &laurels believes and lives according to
and colored wool.
the ~al trellis of the Bible is appaiien by the flagrant
The witch, ypung and round
clisreepect for virtuous living. An around we see the
evidence of legalised immorality. Sensual, setreal appeals Waved, poled het'poncho tightly
about her shoulders and set out
are used to sell everything from toothpaste to bullet:sem
Homosexuality, we are told, is not to be condemned, a basket of llama embryos where
they would better attract her
Out to be understood. A CBS news report showed that some
universities have ,'Gay Dances" for homosexuals.
customers. The unborn animals
But young people are not the problem. They are the rewere dned and looked pitiful,
sult or product at Whim by parents and a generation
ying there in the filthy basket.
that bas forgotten God. Today's disrespectful, immoral
many of the
Although
rioters against law and authority are the pecple who were
vendors on the streets of La Pas
not brought up obi the discipline and instruction of the
speak only the Indian languages,
Lord." (Eh. 6;4) many parents have permitted their
this witch spoke good Spanish.
children to participate in questionable, if not sinful
"These," she said, holding up
setlyities, and ham allowed them to dress immodestly
a llama fetus, "are to be wrapped
because they were forced to do so by social pressure.
'n wool and buried with these."
They were afraid their child would be isolated and re}eeted by the crowd," so they went against their beater
She held up a little sack of
judgment.
candies. "Put these under the
it
but
,I told you so preaching,"
This is mot time for '
principal stone of your house
(Cial.6:7,11)
sown.
have
Is evideed that wears reaping what we
it will keep away the evil
and
"righteousfor
Bible,
the
Is time to return to the purity of
spirits."
ness realteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people."
She shook a few seeds from
(prey. 14:34)
one of her rusty cans, and exNow, not later, we must begin to teach and practice respect
for the authority of God and his word. •'Wherewithal
plained how they could be mixed
shall a young man cleanse his way? By taking heed thereto
along with several other herbs
according to thy word." (Psa. 119:9)'... Make not provision
she was selling to make a bath.
for the flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof." (torn. 13:14)
When the person bathes in the
brew, she said, he is assured all
Larry WO Ha/1M
the evil spirits will be purged
Address all comments to Thomas Keaton
from his body.
1404 Poplar. Murray
Serious bejewel'
Afjluli edeicaTerfiniatei

By VER
UPI Hollywo

4411. -

Burger Chef goes all out
to please your family.

'DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

This year eie have a hamburger just right for
every member of your family. From not-soplain hamburgers to cheeseburgers to pretty
fancy Big Shirts to our exciting new Super Shef.
And we're the„only ime that has them all.
We have new famjly-sized.indsior tables and

friendly service.
We figure if were nice to you. yiefll be nice
.
to UA.
•

Murray,Kentucky

1-.111111% 1-lesLititords

Professionally Designed Twin Action

Washes away only the grey,
without changing your natu-

giAde
PRICE

l'he lawyer shrugged and she.
posed of the poor animal. but
sorb thinpa deeply worry wane
Bolivians. One explained. lidia is a land of legends.
mysteries. Every body is superstitious here."
In this rindrrdeveltiped vollfttr,, of iilinost t muiillio,i people.
an estimated 711 per cent are
Inc 1111411. 11114 k mage

and %itches
laughed at.

are not ifs lie
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was especial
terrible drui
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open only I
according tc
who played
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"Florencs
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people Uvlx
"But Jug
est (thicken

PROCTOR & GAMBLE

SECRET DEODORANTS
Helps Keep You Cast end Calm
SECRET - Family Size, $1.50 Value

SPRAY DEODORANT

United Stab
Also the fin
world are m
Bet you dicin

96*

SECRET - Family Size
$1.59 Value
ANT I-PERSPI RAKT _ _ 1St
SECRET - Family Size

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
does it!

alArtile

IAPtlie

PRICE

PRICE

CerAl DEODORANT
With this Coupon
at Say-Rite, Inc.
Offer Expires May 30,;70

Good Only

01111 pet WON* is ally 660
15541 ""1,

alirlor Mew.

that really works!
Head II Shoulders - $1.46 Value

morning

ANY SIZE

Lindsey h

The one dandruff shampoo

Once in the

with

er and soft-s
screen, Lila
seed purpos
board of his
tive the rube
In American
solves with
"Give yo
said at land
home be Go
lady • telt as
George earn
log only SC
"Simple
"That's si

and the la4
was being fu

ral hair color!

HEAD &SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO

misfortune

ilk,44,

- Adult

he population that tates it all
most seriously.'., Conjurers-old
men who come into town on the
weekends-make as much ea $10
explaining to the believers how
to mix the various potions to
catch a lover or cure an illness.
The "witchery" 'of Bolivia
tdoen„nat--stop St thes,,aimple
brewing of harmless mixtures,
but involves the more sinister
forms of black magic, too, and
Bolivians often don't have to
look beyond their doorstep to
find it.
A lawyer at the city of Oruro
I:10 miles from La Paz returned
home one day to find a grusume
present from an eneky wishing

disease and
money.

comfortable seating, too.
And an even happier smile behind our quick,

Deluxe -

College ee

'ROLL-ON DEODORANT

of its hodY; but still alive. "Around his throat VIM a
black ribbon that was supposed
t2) bring death," the man's
daughter said. Attached to the
animal's ears were little bap of
h7rlis designed to bring bad luck,

Ala., but it s
of George L:
It was held!
Lindsey
Goober
ir
R.F.D." tel
big a bumpid
portions.

753-8304

for the mast
v. hrs, there is a larger pert of

to cast him under an evil spell.
It will a cat, horribly mutilated
by pins sticking through all parts

HOLLYW(
Day is just

Bel Air
Shopping Center

Searching The Truth

BURGER
CHEF

Goob
Lives
Geo.

FOWL PLAY—Chickens

- By MAX JENNiNGS
LA PAZ, Bolivia (UPI)-She
sits on a little cobblestone street
in La Pax and dispenses her pobons from old instant coffee
cans, but very seldom does she
smile, becauae witching in Bolivia

1304 West Main Street
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LOTION - Family Size
Heed II Shoulders - $1.95 Value
JAR - Family Size
Head S Shoulders - $1.75 Value
USE - Family Stu

8X10 KODACOLOR
ENLARGEMENT
Regular
13.50 Value _

NOW $1.49

Limit: Three Per Customer
You muss have this coupes
GOOD ONLY AT SAV-RITK
Offer Expires May 30. 1970

FOR TWC
Advent 11 I
oles to
his dam.
% off the r
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE. DOUBLE
STAMPS ALL DAY TUE.
& WED. OPEN ALL DAY
MEMORIAL DAY.
We Reserve the Right to Limit.

411,

/(7rless
AT

BERTY

`4•Ala

U. S. PRIME

C

3

AL L VEGETABLE SHO TEN ING

r,

-

111ki
,16
jot.
r

ACII. I
/

III

1I;

III

!
I
!

WHOLE

=NO
t
U. S. 1NSPECTE

•

SHOWBOAT

TENDER SMOKED
WHOLE OR
SHANK POR.

ACR AMENT•

NO.
CANS
21

LB.
J•fr

SK 89

8 OZ.
CANS
ALL BRANDS

-e.
III

BOT.
CTNS.

ALL REG. SOFT

ops
640.

PLUS DEP.
MISS LIBERTY BREAD
19c
VA LB. LOAF
HAMBURGER
29c
BUNS Pkg. of 8
HOT DOG
29c
BUNS Pkg. of 8
SERVE
BROWN n
ROLLS Pkg. of 122 for 49c

FLouR

MEAL
TUNA

HAM SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE
CHICKEN SALAD
MACRONI SALAD
BAKED BEANS
BEANS &WEINERS

.8

ERGS1
TE
214BAASK

E
S
BELAUL

5

SMALL 90 to 100 LBS.

ALCOA

25 FT. ROLL

5,3LAE337c

U
IUBAG1
J AORZ
18

BOLOGNA 39t
NECKFREsRHONES L19C
OLD FASHIONED

BLEACH

ICEALMILK COFFEE

OZ..S1
PKG

MEAT PIES58

HALF GAL.

GAL.

MORTON MEAT

a% a%

CHEFS DELIGHT

C
5

11

isi

LARGE HEACI

THIN SKIN

GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN

WALDORF

DOZ.__ __

BLA8G

del

Sweetheart LIQUID

ill

MORTONS

GOLDEN RIPE

•

14 OZ •

32 OZ.
BOTTLE

III

isi

LB.

ADAMS FROZEN JUICE

ARMOU

I)

6 OZs990

SCAN

OZ. CAN 590

III

"I

CRISCO 3 LB. CAN 49c
WITH THIS COUPON
AND 5.00 ADD. PUR.
EXC. CIG. & TOB. &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING STAMPS 50
TH THIS COUPON AND
URCHASE OF
TH
2 Pkg's.b&pur
SALADS
IN STO

VOID AFTER JUNE 2nd

-2nd.
VOID AFTER J!

LIBERTY COUPO

III
/

, 26, British
FOR TWO PINTS OF Ha Kenneth F. Cnitchlow

adventurer and freelance writer who bicycled from Is Ancarries
geles to .Mexico City on a bet of two pints of beer,
Ms damaged bike near Houston, Tex.. after hi was forced
• off the road and hit a tree. He is on his way ti. Miami. Fla.

SIZE

ICEBERG

VIVA

2 LB. BOX

V.

BY THE
STICLKEi.

MOR TONS

ROLLS

•

REEL FOOT
SMOKED •.
LB.

LB.

LIQUID PUREX

FOLGERS

LB.3

ENDS & PIECES19t

RED
SEAL 4 ALB.L7c

BAMA PRESERVES

FORE QTR.

HIND QTR.

0t
LB.4

LB. BOX

WE PICK
QT.
JAR

MUTTON

LB 390
S
NIC
PIC
t
29
2it BACON

59c Le.
59c LB. LB.49C

FOIL

TURNERS

H

FORE QTR.

HIND QTR.

CK RS
CRACKE
CHARCOAL
ST. BERRY

.
LABG
...EI

61/2 OZ. CAN

WHOLE SWEE

99c LB.
99c LB.
99c LB.
596.B.

ER, BDE L
XL
IEE

CHICKEN OF SEA
CHUNK STYLE

PIP.KI F,S

PIG SALE

MADE IN OUR STORE

c
LB. C.88

III

Att
IOC

ES

Dinners 49e
OZ.
3JUMB LETTUCE
CHEESE
TOWELS
30
TISSUE 4Rc'LL545 French Fries2 33 LEMONS
39
10
Cream Pies 4PKG)1 Bananas
etergent
es
oup
tal
Can
NGE
ORA
TREA

III

el

LB.

14/2 OZ. CAN

Goober Day
Lives With
Geo.Lindsey

III

9
2/

10e

LB.
ACON

ces its origins back to Will Rogers, Bob Burns, Pat Buttram,
Lum and Abner, Herb Shriner,
Jim Nabors and Andy Griffith.
the wide-eyed patsy from the
sticks.
"Veneer of Stupidity"
It is a thin veneer of rural
stupidity that covers a shrewd
sense of timing, natural wit,
self - depreciation and triumph
over city slickers.
,By VERNON SCOTT
"Maybe there's a little bit o
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
bumpkin in everybody outside
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Goober New York City," Lindsey said.
"Goober has a common sense
Day is just a memory in Jasper,
book learning
Ala., but it still lives in the heart IQ of 190 and a
"Sure we ItOts,
of George Lindsey in whose honor IQ of about 50.
on writers, but you have to bring
it was held back in 1964.
of humor to th
Lindsey essays the role of your own sense
certain
in the "Mayberry delivery, emphasizing
Goober
R.F.D." television series play- words and phrases and moving
ing a biunpldn of outrageous pro- your body to fit the lines."
Lindsey really thinks there
portions,
College educated, a tennis play- will always be room for the
er and soft-spoken gentleman off- rube on the tube.
screen, Lindsey remains a hayBit Parts: Joanna Barnes will
seed purposely. It is the springboard of his humor. He is posi- co-star in "B.S., I love you" with
the American
tive the rube is a stock character Peter Kastner
In American comedy which dis- Humane Association has registered a protest against "Patton"
solves with analysis.
"Give you an example," he for alleged cruelty to animals
said at lunch. "When I was down ineolvisig two mites shot in the
horns be Goober Day I heard one film ... Cesar Romero has been
lady sat another. 'How can added to the cut of "Men of the
George earn a decent living work- Tenth"
ing only 30 minutes a week?'
"Simple Country Humor"
More Assemblies missionaries
"That's simple country humor,
PI)SPRINGFIELD, N10.
and the lady didn't know she
a 29 per cent increase
was
There
was being funny.
of Assemblies of
"Another lady asked me If! in the number
between 1959
was smoking all that dope like God missionaries
and the total of the
everyone else in Hollywood. She and 1969
ion'Ai appointed mis
was especially suspicious of that denominat
now stands at 1,018.
sionaries
e."
Morphodin
drug
terrible
the Rev. .1.
countries,
82
in
is
10,799
Jasper copulation
executive secreopen only three days a week, Philip Hogan.
Assemblies of God
according to native son Lindsey tary of the
department rewho played football at Florence foreign missions
State college in Florence, Ala. ports.
In a review of the church
is a university
"Florence
now," Lindsey said. "And it's a niission activities for the pasI
big city. Must have at least 30,000 decade, the Rev. Hogan also reports there are 91 overseas Bible
people living there.
"But Jasper is the third bigg- schools run b the denominaest chicken processing city inthe tion, currently attended by more
United States. We freeze 'em. than 30)0 potential church
In addition. 15,537
Also the finest golf bags in the leaders.
national workers alreadv are enworld are made in Jasper.
gaged in Assemblies of God
Bet you didn't know that."
Lindsey has a quality that tra- ministry to their own people.

now

SL ICED

DOZ.

1.Ir

cruises
CRUISES FOR SERVICEMEN -Inaugurating a series of
down the Potomac River for servicemen in Washington area
hospitals. Julie and David Eisenhower greet Mike Lindhurst, Buffalo, N.Y., who lost both legs when he stepped on
a land mine in Vietnam.

of
om-

LB.
MISS LIBERTY

GRADE "A" MED.

•4411

SIRLOIN
or ROUND

CAN
L8.
WITH COUPON

LIBERTY COUPON
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE 10 OZ. JAR $1.25
WITH THIS COUPON
VOID AFTER JUNE 2nd,

EA.390

LIBERTY COUPON
SO TRADING STAMPS 50
WITH THIS COUPON AND
THE PURCHASE OF
3 LBS. OR MORE
HAMBURGER
VOID AFTER JUNE 2nd.
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by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

-

Daybook of America "I'CrATI°;1117°
Old South Meeting House in Boston (three
centuties old this year), St. John's Church
at Richmond, and other churches were on occasion
rallying places for the men who brought on the War of
Independence. It was at inns, taverns, coffee-houses
where James OW, Josiah Quincy, Jr., Sam Adams, Paul
Revere, Patrick Henry, George Washington, and fellow
patriots in other Colonies most often met in effecting
resistance to oppressive measures. A reader is reminded
of this anew in Revolution and ConstituUon: A Fresh
Look at American History, by G. Bruce WoOdln (Sterling Publishing Co.).
Much of consequence took place at the Green Dragon
Tavern in Boston, Raleigh Tavern in Williamsburg, Tun
Tavern at Philadelphia, Burns' Coffee House and Fraunces Tavern, in New York. to identify a few betweeh
Maine and Georgia. The tavern or inn was the social
hall, town forum, emergency hospital, mail dispatch station, and therefore fount of news and gossip, as well as
recruiting office for seaman or soldier. (The U.S. Marine
Corps was started at Tun Tavern.) The tavern-keeper
knew everything going on in, or through, his vicinity.
Broad & Pearl Sta., New York. was the patriot center of agitation after magnetic Samuel Fraunces went
back in 1770 to the tavern he had opened there in 1762,
.,first as Masons' Arms, then as Quedn's Head. His attention was diverted in 1765 to a fashionable amusement center, Vauxhall Gardens, located in Broadway.
, After his return by popular demand the former mansion
of a wealthy Huguenot, Etienne de Lancey, was known
as Fraunces Tavern.
Philip Freneau, eventually to be hailed as "the Poet of
the Revolution," was to lyricize "Black Sam" as host
par excellence. His was rendezvous of Sons of Liberty,
the stopping place of patriots passing between Boston,
Philadelphia and the South. Born in the British West
Indies of Negro-French parentage, there was no wavering in his loyalty to the American cause. After the War,
both New York Legislature and U.S. Congress were to
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Super-Rieht

Shank Portion

Smoked Hams

Lb.

Smoked Ham

Center
Slices
3Lb Pkg. Or More
Hamburger

Lb.

Ground Beef
Super Right
Canned Hams

HARs-

SEMI-BONELESS

(AN Dee)

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

FULLY COOKED

WE HAVE 2, 4-bedroain
in Canterbury Eastern
Mon, Ix& have 2% heti
pet, central heat and at
timing, carpet, two car g
One hes large shady Id
washers, ranges, dispose
many other nice features
must be seem to apprical
subdivision is in the
City School System.
WE HAVE a 4-bedrocen
in Plainview Acres Subd
that has two baths, tworage, fireplace, carpet,
heat and air. This house
cant, possession with dee
ON RYAN Avenue we I
3-bedroom brick with dee
tric heat, air conditioning
es, slice allady lot, one
from University campus,
under $20,000.00.
LOCATED COMM' 14th an
lar a 14bedroom house wi1
wall-to-wail
tric he
garage), den, and priced
$14,000.00.
ON SYC.OMARE Stree
have s 3-bedroom brick c
shady lot for $14,500. Mb
is now rented and mi
shown by appointment
ON NORTH 18th Street
a very nice 2-bedroom
house with large shady
$12,800. Owners are 1
- -tewn. Has FHA 4%% 14:111
"
CrWrieri will transfer. Pa!
$61.86 roma.
IN PINERLUFF Shores
vision we have a year
2 bedroom brick and f
house funnelled. This boo
large family room, fin
electric haat and is prig

Lb.

Super Right

"SUPER - RIGHT

r

98t
SU
Lb.
590
Lb-690

Beef Rib Steak.

vote Fraunces moneys for services
to the patriots.
.George Washington chose him as
steward for the Presidential houseWilda in New York and Philadelphia. ?minces, shown [t] In a
life portrait, died at the latter in
1794, leaving seven children. The
Fraunces Tavern building was acquired in 1907 by Sons of the Revolution and restored as a museum
(free) and tavern for tourists.

Cop -right 43 1570, Clark Kinnaird. Distributed by Star Features Syndicate

4 1.h.Cao $399

First Cut

690
690
790

Pork Chops

'

LB.

Lb.

Bologna Or IChunk!

Braunschweiger
Loin Sliced

'
Lb

Lb.59

Beef Liver
USDA. Grade A
Turkey Breast w/Rib
• U S D A. Grade A
'
Turkey Hindquarters

a it,
":1,44,44

aMas•.,dgpr

--APPLE PIE

JANE PARKER

Lb.

Pork Chops

,

Virginia Farm Brand

7
EA 4
4
4
9

Lb-790
350
Lb- 990
330
Lb.

Whet.Or Half

Hams
Country
Seasoning
Fine
Summit Squares
For

(SAVE 10c)

'
Lb

SUPER-RIGHT

CLOSED MEMORIAL DAY

Beef Rib Roast
Ampi
spgagrego ele pealunole, a few days of the sanitation worker etrike in Washington left
sidewalks looking like this. There's the Capitol dome in the background.

Chili Hot Dog Sauce
Lady Scott

of 17 feet and was erected on a
concrete caisson sunk 40 feet
into the bay bottom.
That appearedio rule 4Jut any
possibility of the termites tunneling two and a half miles from
land to the site.
first time around, now hopes the
Extermination experts believe
invasion won't be repeated.
the termites either flew or were
Termites need fresh water to blown to the lighthouse, or they
survive so how they got to the were carried aboard with supplies
lighthouse, offshore from Sunny. for the Coast Guardsmen.
land, Va., •remains a mystery
The damage to a wooden
both to the Coast Guard and the floor, wall and baseboard of the
Atlanta-based pest control com- third level of the lighthouse was
pany which was called upon to first thought to be dry rot by
eradicate them.
the Coast Guard. However, a
In addition to being far from study by the exterminating comthe nearest dry land. the 74-year- pany and by Dr. Jotm Ommun,
old lighthouse is surrounded by Purdue University estomologist,
sea water with an average depth confirmed the ravages stemmed
from termites.'
••• The termites- are....orw ,now
and nobody is. emireog their
return -so long 'as there is some
wood to tap for good luck.

Bathroom Tissue
'St

95t

;4113S

Hamburger Dill Chips

*.zionsamissizi

Sandwich Bread
A A. P

Charcoal Briquets

RED RIPE

Ca1.10(riia

-Strawberries

Oranges
Bunch

Green Onions
Crisp Red

59
.
Cill/1RT

Lemonade

Clear gla,s'and Plexiglas, give
!untie

furnisliiiip

a

Potato Sticks

see-

tbroogli look.

990
490
4 990
TOB9b 690
10E- 690
2 290
2 190
6T, 790
6Cam
1ct 39
40z
Cans

01 Jar

23 z
:

CRISP HEAD

LETTUCE

For

2 OFF
1
/
Boys

SPORT COATS AND SUITS
1 3 OFF
/
Boys
$2.00
S'S

OF
100

- Many Other Items On Sale -

Tomato Juice
Stoielv Small

Green Lima Beans
'0,k

79t
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PRICED

Speaker John W. McCorni.ir k of Massachusetts, Rep.'
above i of
icnicr C I/Lila
Michigan announces in
W.ishitigtim that ho is on
the campaign trail to be malit', leader O'Hara has
n in the Holine 12 years.
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Party Peas
Stokely

Fordhook Limas
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PILLSBURY LAYER

CAKE MIXES
$400

SIRVICSS COMM

HAY CUT, bailed and I
barn. Phone 753-8090.
Ji

SAWS FILED, lawn mowe
small appliances repaint
)ard tools sharpened. 5
South 12th Street. Phone
Just
15067.

18 OZ.
BOXES

o ect $100

FLOOR

TH COUPON
Li

SAVE AP 111999w)019(49t'AP Ap
UP TO

.111.

6 OFF
44
LABEL
PILLSBURY'Lit
BAG
FLOUR

an.
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AP

3 SI

LAYER CAKE
iii>' eoxts
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. s P11
1 ,..
t-1
1, ,
,.SAVE
6
2c
J.

3It::79C

Facial Tissue
own

--11
1 ....„
- \i' '

i,

A 160.
7 Cans

Fruit Cocktail

Ap4001100000‘11;000011Ap
PILLSBURY

-0.:

f3t14

Stokely

I hrly St-ott

UNNY FACT ORIN. MIXES

r
at,
4t

Can

Sweet Peas

AP ihei00a

.

890
s 890
41=890
4itti89C
4,..0..$100
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r,
'With
STARTS CAMPAIGN
House Majority Leader Carl
Albert of Oklahoma in line
to soc,00d retiring Howie

3

Stok Ply

00
7sOur,4
wre4 OUR OWN
‘-L-1- Tea Bags
'

ON MELROSE, new tot
room brick with 2% bail
mat dining room, large
room, panelled family root
fireplace, nice kitchen
built in appliances, carpe
-al heat and air. Call 75
ti

sox59

Potato Chips

with Coats and Sweaters to Match

Murray, Ky.

,t
0
/
9.5 OZ.
CAN

Jane Parker

ONE RACK SPRING DRESSES

504 West Main

Jusr LISTED a 40 -with modern 11-roons
Has tobacco barn, stock
2 garages, smoke house
well and well house, e
heat, carpet and is pric
$72,000.
3-BEDROOM brick in at
Kentucky Lae and only 8
from Murray on good
road. Has % basement, el
paved drive to street,
under $20,000.
A LITTLE 3-bedroom doll
Wombed at 1105 Poplar. 7
a tei level with 2 baths,
utility, air conditioning, 1
fin drapes. Extra nice 4
like new, garage, extra
lawn, Must be seen to fu
preciate.
4-BEDROOM brick on
13th, with 2 oeremic tile
wail to well carpet, rang
conditioned, drapes, TV
arta* and rater. This hi
vacant. Possession with th
priced at 222,500.
ON NORTH lath Street w
a wonderful income oppor
a .2-bedroom brick bone
two furnished apartmeas
lot -100' x MO', now rand
$265.00 peeratzsth1t.ic
al in 12% Income on
ment let us show you t
YOU WILL fined these
many more good buys a
arts Realty, 505 Main SU
call Hoyt or Ray Robert
1851.

6-Or

Radishes
Libby s Frozen

Wed - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

Shilpfirptip
Youtk Skop
-;ice ajor .1( nor.

4

Vienna Sausage

0C
rive

790

2P1:gpsi l

1 90, $100
gip Cans
I

Frozen Awake
20 Otf Swifts

'

‘Nifirs
SUMMER DRESSES
1 3 OFF
/

.51°:sioo

3

P,250.

[A1.1Ai =BISCUITS

Birdseye

Coast Guard repels
mysterious invasion

The Coast Guard, which managed to defeat the termites the

Paramount

Lb.

MERICO

aCUPS 890

n
likit7e6rii-raut

5TH RIB

ATLANTA (LPI)-The idea
of a band of termites manning in
craft or
amphibious tending
dropping from a plane in an airborne assault is a pretty ridiculous one. But, however they
did it; an imasion force of termites made it from the Virginia
mainland to a lonely lighthouse
in Chesapeake Bay. two and a
half miles out.

2livf,Sed4
_NAigiam

68
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SANDING and
trig, new and old floors,
gitaranteed. 72 years expel
Joan Taylor, Wingo, Ken
Route 2, 42088, phone 374
Jo

WILL KEEP children i
home. Experienced. nos
1
9471.

niMfl

14esular Yr.cr Visth..ht Lorphh
I mil
',op". Pei Cull intlicit
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MRS. ALBERT Key will 1
t ng alteratL-ns in hasem
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any located at Reece's
Store.
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,S0,7frade
dartRd

movies

NOTICE

MilifieWNSMINAVISMORWINNV
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

wow na

S.

Paul Shapiro
Installed As
JC President

00

RSAL 'STATE

Poa SALO

NOTICE; on June let all property listed wth Roberts Realty
will be phioed on Multiple Listing unless owner ragout that
it not be. This will mean that
after June the Id there will be
28 people to rein in securing
buyer, for your property at no
extra coat to you. If you have
property to sell lit it with Roberta RellatY end have the advantage of /6 years Real Estate
eaperienoe. Inconsidering us
at the people who have dealt
‘e/th lak we welcome your le-

AUTOS POO &US

New Datsun
Trade-Ins
We have traded for several
older model cars, now we
need the space and will sell
the following cars at low
prices:

1966 SIMCA 4-Door Seda n.
Real good condition. Excellent economy.
Was $695.00 Now 1495.00

POR SALO
1989 JEEP, four wheal drive,
low mileage, has two tope. Call
753-7850.
TIC

coavErrz

1967
Sting Ray,
white, 327, automade, low mileage, two tops, excellent condition. Kentucky tap. Phone 7934478 or 7534135.
M-234
'59 FORD Station Wagon, Excellent running oonditioa.
753-8573.
mas-c
1960 DODGE truck with camp
er. Good condition. May be
in at 1713 Calloway. M-28-P

FOR SALE

10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
•
Washable
Polyester Knits
Full Bolts-First Quality

'3.66 yard
•
Murray Sewing

APPROXIMATELY 50 weaning
P18s Weight 30-40 lbs. Phone
247-3761 or 753-6598. M-27-NC
ROOF PROBLEMS. We have the
answer. Apply new roof with
Ha-Elas Fibrated Asphalt Aluminum for only 3 cents per
square foot. Seals out rain, insulates aod reduces interior
temperature by 15 degrees.
Wears for years. AA about special 30 gallon drum price at
Hughes Paint Store
June-25-C

„

„
•„

CAIN& TAYLOR GULF STATION

Paul Shapiro was officially installed as president od the Murray Jaycees Monday night, May
18, at 8 p. m. at the club's annual installation banquet held
at the Holiday km.
Shapiro, a 1963 graduate of
the University of Kentucky Law
School, is DOW a practng attorney in Benton Ile rendes in
Murray.
Other officers installed were
Paul Fleming, internal vicepresident, and owner of Grafik
Advertising; awry Windsor, external vice-president; Jerry McCoy, secretary;.and Miketlainna.
treasurer.
Wake Sexton, area vicepresident, bestowed the oath of office to the newly elected of-

Center
f•
WEANING PIGS. Phone 753
WE HAVE 2, 4-bedroom houses
2350 after 4:00 p. m. 14-2.11-C
Four
Future.
FALCON
1966
SubdiviCanterbury
Estates
in
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
door, automatic, air, radio, low
sion, both have 2% baths, carBe! Air Shopping Center 23 WEANING PIGS. Price,
Corner of 6th & Main
Phone 753-5862
condition.
Excellent
mileage.
pet, central beat and aircoodi.00 eacle Also a shallow well
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere Pat Watkins, phone 753-2520
ml4c
tioning,, carpet, two oar garages.
hump,
perfect
condition,
$40.00
I p.m. - 6 p.m. - Sundays
Station Wagon. Automa- or 753-5273.
M-28C
One Ins large shady lot, dishPhone 753-8414 or 436-5372.
?;-•
Kentucky senator William L
%s.
tic and air conditioned
washers, ranges, disposals, and
Sullivan was the guest speak11-28-C
289
plus
2,
MUSTANG,
2
1966
This car is nice.
many other nice features which
er. Sullivan,. a past president of
engine, four speed,
Was 2795.00 Now $695.00 cubic inch
must be sewn to appricste. This
8' x 44' TRAILER, new carpet
NOTICE
the Murray Jaycees, spoke on
POE SALE
PO! RENT
strives, like
red
with
silver-gray
subdivisice is in the Murray
the subject, "It's A Big Wide
throughout, two bechum pins
1962 PONTIAC Tempest Sta- new brakes. Car is in excellent PANASONIC solid date portable sofa-bed,
1970 CALENDAR Desk Slane rwoasz000m soma spirt- Wonderful World." Sullivan
City Sehool System.
electric
hag
Would
753-2901.
and refills are now available at Met. Phoebe 71111-71160.
tion Wagon. Sound mot- condtion. Phone
tape recorder. Two tipe speeds. make excellent lake cottage
TEO stated that "human !alum is
WE HAVE a 4-bedroom house
or
14-28-C
AC-DC operated. Mode/ No. RQ home. Graduating, will sell the Ledger & Times Moe Sepor, real good transporin Plainview Acres Subdivision,
the thread that runs so true."
TEC TWO • BEDROOM unfWmbiW
that has two baths, two-car gatation. Make us an of- 1961 VALIANT, $50.00. Phone 1025. Accessories; Dynamic min cheap. Phone 753-4026 after ply nue.
Sullivan, now a resident of
duplex
apartmaA
ne
?Wme
nue, fireplace, carpet, central
14-29-C rophone with remote control 4:00 p. in. for additional infor- ELECI'ROLUX SALES & See.
Henderson, is president proamn
fer!
753-4932.
mma
ITC
witch, microphone case and mation.
hest and air. This house is vaof the Kentucky Senate. A pro11-28-P vice, Box 218, Murray, Ey., Cpick-up hand belt, radio cord B, 3 inch
CHEVROLET
1960 CHRYSLER 4-Dr. Hard- 1970
cant, possestion with deed.
fessional racer of airplanes, Sul11.
Sanders.
Phone
383411111
condiNICE
FURNISHED
dr
ON RYAN Avenue we have a
top. Lots of extras, in- truck, awe= cab, V-8 auto- reel and a ensignetic ear phone. ONE USED Frigidaire electric Lynnville, Kentoelko.
was the 1959-60 commistioned apartments for college livan
3-bedroom brick with den, elecsioner of aeronautics. In 1966
cluding air conditioning. matic. 1987 Olds 98 Luxury se- Splicing tape and batteries range( custom Imperial) double
Jentellit
girls.
Call
753-5108
or
753-6963
dan with factory air and all Used one month, $40.00 Phone oven. One used Frigidaire feast
tric heat, air conditioning, drapwere
Make us an offer!
ITC be and Wenddell Ford
power. Blend new tires. Cain 753-3147 or 7534875 before proof refrigerator-freezer. 1201 CITY OF Murray Business Pries, nice shady lot, one block
elected "Outstanding Young
ComStation.
Gulf
South
Taylor
:00
p.
18th
campus,
priced
and
TFNC
Street, Phone 753- vilege and vehicle licenses ea- FURNISHED apartments end Mon" in the state at Kenbacky.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good
from University
11-20-C
9289. Next to the Nazarene pired May 1st. These theme private rooms for
er of 6th and Main.
wider $20,000.00.
condition, local car.
CO*. bffs- Other guests present were
TWO
window
ban
also
assort
Church.' _
LOCATED Canter 14th and Pop3-1-P must be purchased before lees Call 7534106
:
NNii_
Carter, Mste aseratasyt
Was 2795.00 Now $40.011-... 1967 BUICK LaSebre, &ear door
alas
canning
Ars.
Phone
430lit to avoid a 10% pensItYlar a Paeditooni house with elecC. Enix, 1966-57 Murray Jaycee
power. 2280.
and
air
faotory
sedan,
TfldC
brick
base. president; and John Sammons
FOUR-BEDROOMfumes.
M-394 Paneled
tric hest, wall-to-wall carpet, 1966 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
den. New
Local car. Black vinyl roof. 1967
For Sale or Trade
garage, den, and priced at only
Up to 30 miles per gal- Blade Skylark four door hard
president.
BRENDA
COLEMAN
will
be
195-60th.
area. $135.00 per mon
ONE RED TICK
$14,000.00.
USED: One row tobacco setter.
lon. Real economy.
top. GM with black viand roofback
at
Judy's
Beauty
Shop
be001Call
7534237
or
Sharpe.
COONHOUND
ON SYCAMARE Street we
Was 2795.00 Now $650.110 Flaetory air awl all power. Tint- Phone 753-8685 or 4364890.
ginning Wednesday, May 27. 3474468.
have a 3-bedroom brick on nice
M-27.0
ed glass all the way around.
She invitee ail her friends and
Will trade for pump shot
This
house
shady lot for $14,500.
1964 CHEVY Impala ConverStation.
Gulf
Cain and Taylor
farmer patrons to mil her for NICE furnished two bedroom
gun or automatic rifle.
is now rented and must be
tible. Good top, black Corner of 6th and Main. 11-29-C ITS inexpensive to clean rugs
an appointment. Located Bel apartment with kitchen and den. LATE GOVERNOR'S GRANDand
upholstery
with
Blue
Lusshown by appointment only.
finish. Nice.
Call 753-3305
$395.911
Air Shopping Center. Phone Caitpeted and air conditioned. SON PROMOTED BY GRUBBS
ON NORTH 18th Street we have
1S37 CHRYSLER New Yorker 4- tre. Rent electric shampooer IL
(After Six O'clock)
3-1-C Couples only. Located 100 South
753-5902.
14-30-C
a very nice 2-bedroom frame
1966 DA'TSUN "1600" Sports door hardtop. Blue with black Big K.
M-28-C
13th Street. Kelly's Pest ConW. Thomas Fields, a grandhouse with large shady lot for
Car. The hot one! Real vinyl roof, factory he, power DAHAL1A bulbs, several dif14-28-C
trol.
son of Kentucky's 1923-1927
$12,600. Owners are leaving
Fal1965
brakes.
nice. 2 to choose from. steering and
ferent varieties. Phone 753--town. Has FHA 434% loan that
TWO BEDROOM furnished ga- Gov. William J. Fields, has been
zon 6 cylinder automatic. Cain 3087
10th ANNIVERSARY
M27-C SUPER 8 movie camera and
1963 International Scout. !- end Taylor Gulf Station. Cornowners will transfer. Payments
rage apartment, carpeted, fen- tinned assistant director of the
CELEBRATION
projector. Practically new. Also
$61.86 month.
31-29-C
ced
in back yard. Phone 753- Industrial development division
wheel drive.
sr at 811 and Main.
rifle
automatic
new Winchester
11-28-P of the Kentucky Department of
IN PINEBLUFF Shores Subdi6119.
Wm $796.00 Now $695.811
CLEAN carpets the save and with scope. Phone 753-4524 after
four
Impels
CHEVROLET
1986
vides we have a yaw ground
lommerce.
M-28-P
ode
way
with
Blue
Lustre.
Rent
p.
m.
5:00
furnished
apart
ROOM
THREE
and
factory
sir
with
Ivor soden
-frame
2 bedroda-1WIch
a
shampooer
$1.
Western
bath,
near
private
with
merit
Usespower. Dread new sst Cl
house furnished. This house has
45% Dacron - 35% Cotton
Commerce Commission Paul
Auto, Home of "The Wishing 350 YAMAHA motorcycle. 180C
campus. Boys or married cou1064011)691 dour door sedan
large family room, fireplace,
J-1-C
miles
-Phone 753-1294.
•
Grubbs described Fields as
W.
Well".
14-28-P
753-5921.
ple. Phone
Local car with fedora air and
electric heat and is priced at
"one
of Kentucky's best salesRegister
for
n r. Cain and TWO good used tillers, one 2 1968 BSA Motorcycle, Firebird
power. Good eacia
$9,250.
who has been instrumental
furnished apartment.
. Corner of HP and one 4 Ha'. Three used scrambler, 800 miles. Phone 753- FREE VACUUM CLEANER DUPLEX Subdivision. For sum- in locating dozens of industries
JUST LLSTED a 40 acre farm
TaYlor Gulf
Westwood
11-2O-C
to bo given away May 30
pliti;57 zatarr 500 p. an
J-2-NC
eth mood Main_
with modeksi 11-roonk house.
"Open Evoningo"
mer sameam Phone 7611-2900 kJ GOT abate,"
Bilbrey's
Car
refrigerators.
size
Has tobacco barn, stock barn,
Sycamore Street
500,
four
or 7534731.
1963 FORD Gainue
2 garages, smoke hesuse, new
Phone 753 7114
door sedan. 1962 Buick station & Home Supply, Main Street 1965 MOBILE home, 10' x 40'
Fields is a graduate of Frank14-28-C one bedroom. James Gibson,
Phone 753-5617.
THREE-BEDROOM furnished n
well and well house, electric
S wagon. Cain and Taylor Gulf
M-30-C
753-7940.
pactment for boys. Utilities fir. fort High School and attended
heat, carpet and is priced M
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
nisbeci. 1641 Miller Avenue, the University of Kentucky and
$22,000.
111-294 18 WEANING pigs. Phone 753. 17' STARCRAFT Travel TrailBe) Air Shopping Center
phone 753-1776.
14-91-C the University of Notre Dame.
HILP WANTSD
3-BEDROOM brick in sight of
4904.
8
complete
with
bath
room,
a.m.
er,
9 p.m. Mon -Sat.
1963 PONTLAC MEM wagon
Kentucky Lake and only 8 miles
stove, hot and cold water, heat,
1 p.m. 6 p.m. Sundays
TWO-BEDROOM furnished n
from Murray on good paved WANTED: Homeworkers, env. with factory air and power. 1965 12000 BTU air conditioner. Good TV antenna, sleeps four. Excelpartment, available Inns L
road. Has % Manent, carport, lope 'defrosters. Send seined- Bonneville two door hardtop condition, $75.00. Phone 762- lent condition, call 7534978 afCarpeted, agreonditioned. Phase
paved drive to street, priced dressed damped envelope for with power. 1964 Bonneville 6157.
14-28-C ter 5 p. m.
M-29-NC
753-2999.
14-394
complete details. teatiftMlet bow door hardtop. Dart blue
under $20,000.
A LTITLE 3-bedrocm doll house 1474 N. Grand St Wabash, LE with black vinyl roof, factory PIANO, Balwin acroionic, spin- 22 FOOT deep freeze. Phone WANTED: Transportation to HOUSE TRAILER, located in
Jene44
)air and all power. CID bought et Limed oak finish, $500.00. 753-3914, Kelly's Pest Control. Paducah for Summer School. Mobile Home Village. Phone
loaded at 1105 Poplar. This is 441192.
14-28-C
a ti level with 2 baths, Large WANTED: Mao for reliable po- new in Memphis. Cain end Tay- Phone 753-5541.
M-28-C Weekdays this summer or wo- 753-3895 or 753-3482. 14-30-C
uld be interested in forming a
utility, air conditioning, beauti- sition in Automotive Replado lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
car pool. Contact Dave at 753- THREE-BEDROOM fwaished a111-29-C
ful drapes. Extra nice carpet, meet Parts butane's in Murree and M.
TWO GOOD used refrigerators. PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin. 1437, 1007 Main ,Street. J-1-C partment for boys. Utilities furlike new, garage, extra nice and vicinity. Send complete re
Reasonably priced. Dunn's TV Rent or buy. Used, new pianos
nished, 1841 Milker Avenue.
lawn. Must be seen to fully ap- mon to Box 32-14 Murray. Lefa Appliance, 118 South 12th Across from Post Office, Lon
phone 753-1775.
14-28-Ne
preciate.
&SEC
tacky.
Street.
M-211C ardo Piano Co., Paris, Tenn tALDWIN PIANOS and organs
4-BEDROOM brick on South
NOTICE
H-M-29-C -rent $10.00 monthly, rent ap- FURNISHED two-bed/vow du15 CUBIC FOOT deep freeze
13th, with 2 ceramic tile baths, WANTED: Head cook for after.
plex apartment, for summer
Like new. Call 753-3278 before COMPLETE Auto License Di- plies to purchase. Used spinet only.
well to well carpet, range, air- noon shift. Waitremes for mornPhone 753-9488. 14-29-C
pianos
and
organs.
Lonardo
9 a. m.
micbtloned, drapes, TV tower, ing and afternoon shift. Steady
and
Mar
rectory
for
Callowai
14-28-C
Company
"Your
andcom
complete
maprtin. ONE-BEDROOM furnished gaantena and rotar. This house is week highest pay on the Lake.
shall Counties. Available June Plam
ra
Compstore,, yparis
music
10th ANNIVERSARY
vacant. Possemion with the deed Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurrage apartment. Private esitibbREGISTERED Angus cow with 1st. Orders must be in advance.
H-M-29-C ce. Phone 753-6781.
CELEBRATION
priced at $22,500.
ant, Aurora, Kentucky. 14-28.0
Price
$15.00.
Write
Box
626
or
Tennesset'
14-29-C
good
Chariots
bull calf, $390.00
have
we
Street
leth
ON NORTH
M-29-C
phone 753-5572.
for both. Phone 7534575.
Sportswear
in
WANTED:
Waitress.
Apply
TRAILERS,
day,
CAMPING
opportunity,
a wonderful income
CRUSHED STONE and sand BELTONE factory fresh bait- weeliend, or week. Enjoy the
Close Out
a 2-bedroom brick house and person at Tom's Pima Palace
3-1-C
Call, we deliver one ton or ing aid batteries for all make good old 'termer time. Cliftwo furnished apartments. On
Arne! Jerseys, Sail Cloth,
forda Gulf, at Five Pointe,
WRINGER-TYPE washing ma- 1000. Fred Gardfier-753-5319. bearing aids, Wallis Drop.
Lot 400' a 200', now renting for WANTED: Yard boy to wort
H1TC ..aoserwavviswams.,..XFITC. plume 753-9091.
M-29-C
chine.
working condition.
$265.00 yeroczaeth. If Jateritit-, er.anotel. Referenoes required*4111.--Iheiles‘ Rayon
Oxford Cloth, Dacron-Cotton Sell cheep. Phone 753-1346.
ed in 12% income on invest- Phone 474.2288
TEC
WANT SOMEONE to take over
M-29-P Payments on almn6t new double
let us show you this.
Broadcloths
YOU WILL fined these and WANTED: Male or female, dull
48e a Yard
keyboard Hammond Organ and
many more good buys at Rob- or part time Avply is person,
FOUR camping trailers. Clean, Model 147 Leslie tone cabinet
or
Street
Main
505
Realty,
Steak
erts
Grecian
House. ,14-29-C
Murray Sewing
ready to go. Spare tire and Cell Mike, days, 753-3852, after
call Hoyt or Bay Roberts, 753mattresses. Go camping at your 4:30, 753-4977.
M-29-P
M-29-C
Center
1651.
WANTED TO RENT
convenience. Clifford's Gulf, at
Your Singer Sewing Dealer Five Points, phone 753-9091. TIRE SALE. Gulf 4-ply, whiteON MELROSE, new four-bed- WANT TO rent or buy, a priBel Air Shopping Center
M-29-C wail, 815 x 15; 825 x 14; 775 x
room brick with 2% baths, for- vate lot to part 12' x 60' mobile
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
14, $19.95. F. E. T. paid. You
COUGH1N. NAILS Radiolomal dining room, large living horoe. Phone 753-6591 or see
can not afford to pass up this
1
p.m.
6
p.m.
Sundays
with
room
family
panelled
gist Dr. John W. Turner of
room,
Bobby Starks at 600 Broad
tire
Gulf,
at
Clifford's
deal.
fireplace, nice kitchen with Street.
Springfield, Mass., looks solFive
phone
753-9091.
maw
Points,
Will Have A Coffee Meeting
built in appliances, carpet, cenemn at the International
M-29-(
AUCTION SALE
tral heat and air. Call 753-3903.
Cancer Congress in Houston,
Thursday
Night,
May
28th
NOTICE
11-29-C
NOTN21
where he said smokers who
HORSE AUCTION: Kentake OLD KITCHEN table, refinishhave consumed 200.000 cigaRanch, Saturday, May 30, 1970 ed in antique green, 54' x 36'
rettes - - about 20 years of
at 1:00 p. m., Aurora, Kentucky. 223.00. Phone 753-6073. M-29-C
SIRVICES °Maio
phone 502474-2273.
14-28-C 2 GERRAD turn tables( No
smoking.-- almost certainly
at the
will die of lung cancer or
;:,
A-70 and Lab-80). One Gibson
HAY CUT, bailed and put in
tobacco-related diseases be-.
lifier, one four drawer file
barn. Phone 753-8090.
cause of deterioration of cerabinet, one National cash reWASITel3 TO BUY
June-5-C
tain cliklls in the body. This is
gister (for service station or
WANTED TO buy, good hay. grocery). 2 bicycLes, 1970 May
the. point, he said, "When
Members Are Urged To
Phone 753-3127.
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
111-28-C
you beg in to move from
k car, 1966 Fairiane 500 staAttend This Meeting
City of Murray Business Privilege
small appliances repaired and
wagon with air. Phone 753
Marlboro country to cern*.
WANTED
to
buy
used
piano.
yard tools sharpened. 512 R
14-29-C
terv coimtry"
Plume 4354962.
14-28-P 1407 after 4:00 p. m.
South 12th Street Phone 753
and Vehicle Licenses Are Due
June-23-C
6067.

1

Vi

11,1,1

Trc

Dotted Swiss
66t yard

Lassiter-McKinney)
Datsun

Murray Sewing
Center

j

ia

THE MERCHANT'S CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
at 7:00 o'clock p.m.

NOTICE

FLOOR SANDING and finishing, new and old floors, work
teed. 25 years emporium.
Jr
g
anTaylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
Route 2, 42088, phone 376-2096.
June-364
WILL KEEP children in my
home. Experienced. Phone 753M-28-C
9471.
MRS. ALBERT Key will be 45ing alteratE-hs in basement at
Lumen's starting June 1. Formerly located at Rare-es Men's
Store.
M-29-P

The City Clerk's office will be open
Friday, May 29th, but will be closed
Saturday, May 30th. Due to the last
day of May being on Sunday, the
'10% penalty will not be added on all
licenses until June 2nd. Monday, June
1st is the last day to avoid the penalty.

SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
All

Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

ONE " BEEP r5 WORTH A
THOUSAND WORDS!

111111•6
T
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Grant....
(Continued From Page 11

Stubblefield..
(Continuee From Page 1)
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WEDNESDAY — MAY 27. 1970

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

declined.
Steels showed scattered
strength, while oils moved in
Irregular fashion. Motors were
mostly steady.
American Telephone opened
National Lampe
higher at 434, while Tedren
Bast
gained % at 15%, and ARA
W. L Pct.
Services i/a at 7514. Polaroid
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
22 17 .584
Chicago
moved ahead % to 66%.
the
showed a steady tone at
21 2,1 .500
New York
Among the electronics, Conopening today in moderately trol Data picked up 1% to 37%,
3020 .500
St. Louis
active trading.
3024 .455
Pitts.
with Fairchild Camera up 1%
Few analysts expected
Phila.
17 25 .405
to 2814. Litton was unchanged
market's
the
16 25 -390
from
Montreal
relief
at 17%, as was Zenith at 2 oi
West
precipitous decline which has Westinghouse rose 1 to 5478.
W. L. Pct.
driven the Dow Jones industrial with Telex Corp. up 7/1) to 12%
Cincinnati 32 14 .696
average to its lowest level in on a block of 15 000 shares.
Los Ang.
25 18 .581
more than 7% years. The Memorex rose 44 to 711e.
Atlanta
24 18 .571
blue chip Texas Instruments dropped 1%
watched
closely
Sim Fran. 21 24 .467
barometer Tuesday fell 102:0 to to 83',.
Houston
3025 .444
631.16, its lowest closing since
hi the automotive group,
San Diego 21 214 .429
Nov. 19, 1962, when it finished Chrysler gained la to 19%.
Tuesday's Results
at 62621.
In the steels, U.S. Steel
Chicago 6 Pittsburgh 3
Some caution, however, was gained 14 to 31, while BethlePhila 3 Montreal 2
prior
to
expected to develop
hem rose le to 22%. Armco
New York 5 St- Louis 1
President Nixon's dinner meet- climbed le to 19%.
Atlanta 5 Houston 3
ing tonight with leaders of the
Among the oils, Standard of
San Diego 8 Claim 1, Let
business and financial commu- California picked up 14 to 40,
San Diego 4 Cinci 1, and
nity.
with Cities Service down
to
Los Ang 19 San Fran 3
Shortly after the opening, the 34%. Gulf gained In to 22%.
Today's Probable Pitchers
UPI '?narketwide indicator was Penn Central gained 54 to
All Times EDT
ahead 0.21 per cent on 344 13% in the rails,
Pitt-burgh, Moose 3-4 at Chicrossing the tape. Of In the chemicals, Du Pont
cago, Jeokins 3-8, 2:30 p. m. issues
gained and 104 added % to 1°078.
Philadelphia, Fryman 2-1 at these, 132
!Montreal, McGinn 3-3, 81116 p.
m.
St. Louis, Carlton 2-5 at New
York, Gentry 4-2, 8:05 p. in.
Houston, Dierker 8-3 sit Atlanta, Niekro 4-6 or Jarvis 43.
8:05 p. m.
Los Angeles, Vance 4-2 at San
Francisco, Marichal 14, 11 p.
m.
Cincinnati, Simpson 6-1 at
San Diego, Ross 1-3 or Roberts
4-2, 10:30 p. as.
Thursdays Games
Petite at Montreal, nigin
Si. Louis at New Yost
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Los Angeles at San Fran.
Only games scheduled

'ADULTS 106
the total program of 429,557— who easily won renomination in NURSERY 10
election.
now
primary
Tuesday's
with the university to provide
MAY 25, 1970
the remainuig one-third of the must get down to the serious
cost of the program.
business of assuring themselves
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Three classes were conducted of a two-year return visit to
during eaoh semester of the Washington in November.
Mrs. Edna Vaughn and Baby
Most of the races were decurrent sctiooi year using fedBoy, 1100 A Fairlane, Murray;
eral funds provided in the first cided early, Three of the incumbents had no opposition. Of Mrs. Bonnie Irwin and Baby Bey,
program grant.
Miss Eagle, who will again the four that did, all won hand- Rte, 5, Benton.
Berm as director, expressed con- ily. The surprising race occurDISMISSALS
fidence that "the excellent re red in the mountainous 7th Dissponse we experienced during trict.
Mack Tarry, 1510 Sycamore,
the first year of the program
It was not until about midwill be continued nerd year." night Tuesday that a Louisa ac- Murray; Charles Luther RobertShe credited the assistance countant, Herbert E. Myers, 4, son, Box 166, Murray; Tommy
of local groups such as art defeated a retired Lexington L. Thomas, 104 E. Spruce, Murguilds, chambers of commerce, wholesale grocer, Henry H. ray; Mrs. Glenda Driver and
and public school systems with Wheeler, 71, for the Republican Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Benton; Joe
helping in the effort to realize nomination. The later returns, Outland (Expired), 1609 Hamilton
the maximum benefit from the wan 447 of 479 precincts re Ave., Murray.
program.
porting, gave Myers 1,757 votes
Noting that the non-credit to 1,706 votes for Wheeler.
classes are open to adults reWheeler, who formerly liv
gardless of educational backa former mayor of Louisville.
ground, Mies Eagle emphasized in Ashland, was running his He has been fueding
with his
that instructios by faculty mem- first race. Although he lives in
local party leaden as well as
Lexington,
the
state
constitution
bers from the art department
allowed him to run outside his the GOP administration in
will be at the college levet.
Frankfort. Added to this is the
Studio classes will be limited district.
But it all will probably prove fact the Democrats recaptured
in size up to a maximum of 30
city hall last fall and are expeople, she added, depending to be an exercise in futility
on the facilities available. She since Myers must run against pected to unitensehind Marton
The confrontation could prove
said a small fee will be charg- highly popular U.S. Rep. Carl D.
ed in each class to cover costs Perkins, a 57-year-old Hindman to be somewhat of a test of preof materials and facilities for Democrat, who is the dean of sent U.S. Vietnam war policies.
the 16 class meetings.
the state's congressional dele- Mazioll has called for a phased
withdrawal of U.S. troops, while
She said the purpose of the gation.
Cowger is regarded as more of
program is primarily two-fold
Here is the Nov. 13 line-up:
a hawk.
—to provide equal opportunity
lit Distrkt
and experience in visual arts
another
Incumbent U.S. Rep. Frank
defeated
Mazzoli
to individuals of the West Kentucky area and to motivate and A. Stubblefield, D-Murray. No "hawk," state Rep. Tom Ray
Republican filed. He is auto- of Louisville for the nominaencourage development of more matically reelected.
tion. Although Manoli was favcommunity programs. •
ored, his near 4,000 vote vic"The effort made daring the
tory margin was more than ex2nd District
first year of the program reIncumbent U.S. Rep. William pected and impressed observers.
sulted in the formation of an EnoNatcher,_ el
•
-Bowling Green.
rat -guild at Caidinn Misintagli
In the only race of general
Automatically reelected. No Recontinued, "and helped to siren- publican or
Democrat filed a- state implications, Republican
gtheo guilds in Hopkinsville and gainst
incumbent Judge C. Homer Neihim.
American League
Paducah."
kirk of Somerset and Democrat
East
Murray State's one-third con3rd District
Bernard C. Davis of Shelbyville
W. n Pct. GB
tribution to the program will
Incumbent US. Rep. William won their respective party's no31 13 .705
take the form of instructional 0. Cowger, R-Louisville, vs. minations for a full eight-year Baltimore
New' York 24 21 .533 7%
and administrative personnel, State Sen. Romano liazzoli, D- term on the Kentucky
Court of Detroit
20 20 .500 9
equipment usage, studio space, Louisville.
Appeals.
Wash.
19 23 .452 11
and materials.
Boston
18 23 .439 11%
4th District
The candidates had cross- Cleveland
14 25 .368 14
Miss Eagle said tentative
Incumbent U.S. Rep. M. G.
West
dates for fall semester classes Snyder, R-Jeffersontown, vs. field, meaning they ran on both
W. L Pet. GB
during the next school year are Charles W. Webster,, D-Carroll- Democratic and Republican ballots,
in
a
vain
attempt
to
avert
Minn.
28 12 .700 —
O. 1 through Jan. 31, with ton.
a November run-off.
California
28 14 .667 1
spring term classes tentatively
Sth District
22 21 .512 7%
Oakland
soheckeed Feb. 1 through May
Incumbent US. Rep. Dr. Tim
17 25 .405 12
However, Neikirk made a sur- Kan City
31.
17 28 .395 12%
She gave this tentative lineup Lee Cee nnn leTompkinsville, prisingly strong showing in gen- Chicago
erally Democratic counties of Milwaukee 13 18 .317 15%
of locations, classes and instruc vs. Lyle L Willis, D-Corbin.
Tuesday's Results
the 3rd Appellate District.
tors for the fall term:
litic District
Chicago 3 Kan City 1
Calvert City—Textile design,
Incumbent U.S. Rep. John C.
Neikirk was appointed to the Memesota 6 Milw 2
Larry Edroan.
Watts, D-Nicholasville, vs. Ger:
bench last year by Gov. Louie Detroit 3 New York 0
Bentem—Jewelry and warn- eke G.
Gregory, 11.Laxissiton.
Munn latiorriag elia orator nannanere 7 Claw •
eting, Harry Furness.
death of Chief Justice Morris Weaddieston Y Boston 5
Fulton or Clinton—Drawing,
7th District
C. Montgomery. With expected ?California 4 Oakland 2
Incumbent U.S. Rep. Carl D.
Today's Probable Pitchers
administration backing in Nopainting and
Perkins, D-Hindman, vs. HerbAll Times EDT
Droege.
vember, he must be given a
ert E. Myers, R-Louisa.
Oakland, Hunter 8-4 at CaliMurray — Drawing, painting
slight edge over Davis at this
Political
observers
believe
the
fornia, Wright 6-2, 11 p.
and design, Richard Jackson.
only incumbent who may be in
Chicago, Harkin 5-4 at KanThe tentative scheduled for
sas City, Drage 2-3, 8:30 p. as.
the wring semester includes: trouble in November is Cowger,
A stilt by the attorney generMilwaukee, Kraiusse 3-8 at
Foldwille or Priniceton—Tex
als office accusing the adminMinnesota, Perry 6-3, 9 p. in.
tile design, Edman.
and design, Droege.
istration of soliciting votes ofr
New York, Petersen 6-2 at DeWickliffe—Jewelry and an
Murray—Ceramics, Fred She- Neikirk apparently had no eftroit, Kilkermy 2-1 or Niekro
'meting, Furchea.
pard.
fect on the primary election.
4-3, 9 p.
Mayfield—Drawing, painting
Cleveland, Hand 0-4 at Baltimore, Palmer 6-2, 8 p. in.
Washington, Mamma 0-1 at
Boston, Culp 3-5, 7:30 p. in.
Thursday's Games
Oakland at Calif., night
Milwaukee at Minnesota
Only games scheduled

Today's
Stock Market

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

PARIS —The a-nation Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, predicting a moderate recovery for the U. S.
economy if monetary conditions ease.
"Then the second half should see a moderate recovery, influenced by fiscal policy decisions already taken."
WASHINGTON — Indonesian President Silbert), urging the withdrawal of all forces from Cambodia:
"For the sake of peace and stability in Southeast Asia, all eflarts
should be taken to prevent the war from widening and to ensure
the preservation of Cambodia's right to sovereignty and neutrality,
among other things, by effecting the withdrawal of all foreign
forces from Cambodian territory."

Uhited

WASHINGTON — House Speaker John W. McCormack,in comments during "McCormack Day" in the nation's capital:
"No matter how dark times may look from time to time, I view
the future with optimism and confidence in the men and women of
my own country and other countries who want to be free under their
own laws and their own cultures."
FIRST-AID INSTRUCTOR
SCHOOL GRADUATES 13

trang programa in basic firstaid for co-westers in his awn
department
Organized by the Public Salsty and Highway Department&
the program Is eapected to of.
fm instructor canon is some
3000 state avatar&
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Read's Ready-to-Eat Salads
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CHARCOAL LIGHTER
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HORMEL

POLISH DILL

PICKLES
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— Needs No Refrigeration —

— 18 oz.

39fl0
KAS - Twin Pack

iT
iTARD
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VLASIC - 10-ox.

JACKSON SIGNS
NEW
YORK
(UPI).— Phil
Jackson, who missed all of last
season following spinal fusion
surgery, signed his contract
Tuesday with the New York
Knicks for the 1970-71 seasoh.

Hot Dog Relish
STOKELY'S - 20-ox.

Tomato Catsup -A
SUNSH I N E

JUMBO PIES
Boxes
$1.00
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Cookies
16 oz

Pimento Cheese
FLAVORITE

Bacon
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$20 MILLION IN YEAR
Greek millionaire, A , ,
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